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Innovate Your
Work Environments
Knowledge is powerful, but only when people can share it
with one another. By creating workplaces designed for both
impromptu and planned interactions, organizations can create
environments where talent flourishes, problems are solved,
and innovative ideas transform into profitable solutions.
At Pigott, we create interior environments that empower people
to do their best work and help organizations prosper. With our
innovative placemaking solutions and broad product offering,
your space will fuel results now - and long into the future.
Are you ready to elevate your space?
Connect with us today at www.pigottnet.com

Des Moines | Cedar Rapids | Dubuque | Davenport | Sioux Falls
www.pigottnet.com (515) 279-8879
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Investing in Iowa’s Growth
Next Level Ventures is a venture capital firm which invests in
growing companies that are based in Iowa. We typically invest $1
million to $4 million for a minority ownership position in laterstage venture situations. Our team is looking for Iowa companies
that have the potential to become big opportunities.

Next Level Ventures portfolio companies

We provide capital and strong management expertise to help your
company grow. Next Level Ventures is a certified Iowa Innovation
Fund, contributing to Iowa’s economic development, and proud
to be a part of the Iowa business community.

Des Moines, Iowa | 515-369-2600 | www.nextlevelvc.com
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PRESENTING SPONSOR
When Corteva Agriscience launched as an independent, pure-play agriculture company in June 2019, we
purposefully set up our company to serve each region, each country, each community — each individual
grower — on a localized basis from a local vantage point.

Tim Glenn
Executive Vice
President & Chief
Commercial
Officer

Our objective is to set the standard for customer service in our industry, merging the most comprehensive
portfolio of solutions with the most thoughtfully-customized care. In another sense, it was inevitable. Given
how farming is governed by local beliefs and technology practices, leveraging our global innovation
capabilities and scale naturally depends upon the adaptability and responsiveness of our local teams.
For example, commercial farmers in Iowa and across the U.S. corn belt must rapidly adopting innovative
technologies to drive productivity in their operations -- improving sustainability and producing high yields
profitability. Throughout most of Africa or Asia, small-scale farmers – often in hard-to-reach rural areas - are
the standard. These producers benefit greatly from custom-tailored agronomic advice, new, better-performing
hybrids and crop protection solutions. While these farms may be planting very different products, they each rely
on innovative technologies to help them improve their yields and operations in a sustainable way.
I am proud to lead a commercial organization with a localized approach that serves remote smallholder
farmers as diligently as our industry’s largest, most progressive commercial growers — and proud to work for
a cutting-edge company that believes in this model. Corteva’s achievements wouldn’t be possible without
the strong connections between local and global teams, all comprised of dedicated professionals who share
a deep commitment to serving farmers through innovation. We do this by meeting farmers where they are –
both geographically and with the innovative solutions they need.

SUPPORTING SPONSOR
As Iowa’s largest law firm, Nyemaster Goode maintains broadly diverse practice areas. Since 1918, our attorneys
have worked to solve the most challenging legal issues. Forward-thinkers with an eye toward finding solutions,
our attorneys provide fast, professional, and cost-effective legal representation. They scan the legal landscape
to address ever-changing business needs. That includes helping clients with leading-edge technologies and
innovations protect and manage intellectual property rights.
Allison Kerndt
Intellectual
Property
Department Chair

Through extensive work with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, as well as hands-on trial experience,
Nyemaster Goode attorneys protect clients’ valuable assets in a wide range of IP matters, including patents,
trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, licensing, transactional due diligence, and litigation. Experienced
attorneys provide counseling, apply for U.S. and foreign patents, and protect and register trademarks
throughout the world. From business acquisitions and licensing agreements to litigated infringement actions,
the team has the background, knowledge, and resources to assist with complex IP issues.

SUPPORTING SPONSOR
At Pigott, we believe that a human-centered environment empowers people to do their best work and helps
companies prosper. From understanding your aspirations to exceptional implementation, we work with you to
create elevated places that drive success.

John Stenberg
President & Owner

Pigott has been supporting commercial, healthcare, government and education interiors across the Midwest for
over 75 years. Pigott represents hundreds of manufacturers including industry leaders such as Herman Miller,
DIRTT, Geiger, and Nemschoff, bringing the highest-quality solutions and best industry warranties to our clients.
With showrooms in Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, Dubuque, Davenport and Sioux Falls, Pigott is committed to
creating environments where people can reach their full potential at work. With our innovative place-making
solutions and broad product offering, your space will fuel results now and long into the future.
Ready to elevate your space? Let’s work together. Start the conversation today by visiting us at
www.pigottnet.com
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Innovating
Learning
Environments
From classrooms to libraries to dorms and beyond,
our innovative solutions improve living and
learning across the campus.
With a human-centered design approach informed by
ongoing research into effective spaces, Pigott can help
you create an inspiring, efficient place that will help
people and your institution achieve their goals.
Are you ready to elevate your space?
Connect with us today at www.pigottnet.com

Des Moines | Cedar Rapids | Dubuque | Davenport | Sioux Falls
www.pigottnet.com (515) 279-8879
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John Deere Des Moines Works – Manufactures self-propelled sprayers, cotton harvesters, tillage
equipment, and grain drills.
Joaquin
Fernandez

Global Director
Application
Product Line

John Deere Financial – Provides financial services to agricultural and construction customers,
supporting John Deere around the world with a managed portfolio of $40.5 billion. John Deere
Financial also offers revolving payment-based solutions and crop input financing.
John Deere Intelligent Solutions Group – builds innovative products that use advanced technology,
ultimately improving farmers’ productivity, profitability and sustainability. Our premier development
organization applies technologies like robotics, computer vision, AI and IoT that makes our machines
smarter, easier to use and more precise.

BIOSCIENCE & AGRICULTURE

Gage A. Kent
Chairman & CEO

Kent Corporation, in Muscatine, Iowa since 1936, is founded on a core expertise of science and
quality nutrition for people and animals. Gage A. Kent is leading the family of companies into the
next generation of growth.
Grain Processing Corporation provides innovative grain-based solutions to the food, nutraceutical,
personal care, alcohol and industrial markets worldwide. Kent Nutrition Group is home of the Kent
and Blue Seal quality animal nutrition brands serving commercial producers, farming communities
and animal lovers. Kent Pet Group is a global leader in high-performance, sustainable litter products.
Kent Precision Foods Group specializes in dry-mix food and liquid product solutions for personal
nutrition and hydration. For more information, visit Kentww.com

ENERGY

Sheila Tipton
Energy Practice
Group Chair

8

BrownWinick has the largest and most experienced group of Iowa-based attorneys practicing in
the areas of essential infrastructure, including energy, communications and environmental law.
We assist clients in utility rate and service matters, certification and franchising of generation and
transmission projects and renewable energy development, including wind and solar generation
projects. We are excited to be at the forefront in assisting clients with microgrid development that
will result in increased security and reliability of their operations during emergencies, whether from
natural or cyber disasters.
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INNOVATION EVERYWHERE

HOW TECH WORKS: SOLAR PANELS

PHOTO BY DUANE TINKEY

By Kate Hayden

Solar panels in Des Moines’ East Village
WHO:
Todd Miller
President, 1 Source Solar
Member, Iowa Solar Energy Trade Association

“It still makes sense as an option for our clients,” Miller said. “I
think [the price] will stay very stable. We’ve seen a very, very small price
increase just because of demand in 2019, but it’s so small that it hasn’t
been passed on to the client at all.”

HOW IT WORKS:
Solar panels absorb the sun’s photons (particles of light) to release
electrons and create a direct current of electricity. The direct current flows
into an inverter device, which converts the direct current into alternating
current at the voltage needed to supply power at a particular facility.
If a solar panel is producing more energy than the site is demanding
at that time, the electricity flows through the site’s electrical meter,
which tracks the excess production, and is stored on the electrical grid so
neighboring sites can pull some of the excess energy. The process is called
net metering.

NOTABLE INNOVATION:
Changes to the manufacturing process have also aided in driving
costs down to produce solar cells. Solar cells previously were produced
by forging silicon harvested from the ground and metal flakes together,
creating what is called a polycrystalline cell. Today, most solar panels are
manufactured as monocrystalline, or cut from a single cell of silicon that
manufacturers have grown in a wedge, known as an “ingot,” Miller said.
“That technology has increased the efficiency,” he said. “That
technology has driven prices down after the tariff was removed.”

INDUSTRY IN IOWA:
The solar panel installation industry was “almost nonexistent” before
2012, Miller said. Solar panels are produced primarily outside the United
States, in Germany, South Korea and across other parts of Asia, and
tariffs on imported units priced the panels at about $1,000.
Yet overnight in January 2012, the price dropped in half to about
$500. “Since then we’ve seen almost a 70% decline in what pricing was,”
Miller said.
Miller’s company saw an outsized number of installations in 2019:
220 installations, compared with 104 installations in 2018 as 1 Source
Solar expanded from primarily agricultural and commercial installations
to residential installations. Miller credited most of the growth to the
Solarize Waukee community project that 1 Source Solar took part in.
The federal solar investment tax credit, enacted in 2006, offered a
30% tax credit for solar energy systems on residential and commercial
properties until the start of 2020, when the tax credit dipped to 26%.
The credit is scheduled to continue to drop, Miller said, down to 22% in
2021 and again to 10% for commercial properties in 2022 (residential tax
credits will end at that time).
10
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PREDICTING THE NEXT FIVE YEARS ...
Implementing batteries will start to change how solar users interact
with the grid, Miller said.
“Right now we’re just using solar panels and meters connecting to
the grid. … I think that we’ll start seeing batteries have larger capacity,
and pricing on batteries continue to decline,” he said. “Batteries will
allow the consumer not only backup at a time where they would lose
electricity, but it will also allow them to shave their demand during their
peak demand hours.”
Miller also predicts more, larger solar projects launched by the
existing utilities that want to offer renewable energy to clients.
“The more solar installations that we have, they kind of act like giant
billboards,” Miller said. “Their neighbors ask them what that is, how
does it work. And the more exposure we get from solar panels, either on
rooftops or on the ground, the more people are going to be curious and
contact us to see what it looks like for them.”

IDEAS?
WE’RE FULL OF ’EM
EMC Insurance Companies has been serving policyholders and
independent insurance agents for more than 100 years. Today,
we’re leading the industry with innovative ideas like surveying
drones, preventative sensors and virtual reality training, and
partnering with innovation-focused companies like Plug and Play,
the Global Insurance Accelerator and the InsurTech Alliance.
Learn more about us at emcins.com.

EMC Insurance Companies
717 Mulberry Street
Des Moines, IA 50309
800-447-2295 • 515-280-2511

©Copyright Employers Mutual Casualty Company 2020. All rights reserved.

AMERICA’S HEARTLAND.
ON THE PULSE OF PRECISION AG.
Iowa farmers face challenging weather patterns, rising input costs, and low
commodity prices, which makes it increasingly difficult for them to turn a
profit. So, they’re turning to data and intelligent equipment to help them
make the most of every seed, every drop of fertilizer, and every square inch
of a field, all while continuing to protect their natural resources.
That’s why we proudly design, test, and build our equipment, hardware, and
software in Iowa and across the Midwest. We’re focused on delivering more
efficient, smarter, and automated machines that tend to the needs of every
farmer, every field, and every plant. What’s more, we’re committed to helping
farmers easily collect, analyze, and use data to make the best decisions for
their farm — and their bottom line.
After all, helping farmers in Iowa and around the world work smarter
and more efficiently is at the heart of everything we do.
Learn more at JohnDeere.com/FarmForward
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INNOVATION PIONEER

The Sukup family on the factory floor in 2013. From L – R: Andrew Sukup, Charles Sukup, Mary Sukup, Eugene Sukup, Emily Schmitt,
Andy Schmitt, Crystal Koch, Matt Koch, Nick Sukup, Steve Sukup `

INNOVATION PIONEER

SUKUP FAMILY
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INNOVATION PIONEER

FAMILY-OWNED SUKUP MANUFACTURING HAS
‘BLOOMED WHERE IT WAS PLANTED’
COMPANY HAS GROWN 800% OVER PAST TWO DECADES WITH
GRAIN BINS, DRYING TECHNOLOGY
By Joe Gardyasz

The growth of Iowa-based Sukup Manufacturing Co. has always been tied
to farmers and the land, and ever-increasing crop yields over the past couple of
decades have fueled rising demand for grain handling and storage products. That
need — and the imperative for innovation — has driven the growth of the family-owned company that’s now firmly planted in its third generation.
When he was a young farmer in 1962, Eugene Sukup bought his first grain
bin to dry and store shelled corn. However, he found drying to be slow, and pockets of grain began to overheat and spoil. To solve this problem, he modified a stoker auger from a coal furnace and inserted it in an electric drill. Then, using a chain,
he hung it from the top of the bin to loosen the hot spots and prevent spoilage.
Sukup began making the stirring augers at a welding shop in Sheffield. He sold
five units to a local bin dealer for $29 each; but when he went back to check on
them, he found that only three had sold and one had been returned. Rethinking
the design, he developed a way for the device to stir automatically, which led to
his first patent for the Stirway stirring machine. He and his wife, Mary, founded
Sukup Manufacturing in 1963.
The company now markets itself as the world’s largest family-owned and
-operated manufacturer of grain storage, grain drying and handling equipment,
and steel buildings. Sukup Manufacturing currently has about 600 employees,
and with its headquarters, plant and distribution centers operates in more than 1
million square feet of office, manufacturing and warehouse space.
“As a family company, we’ve kind of bloomed where we were planted,” said
Charles Sukup, Eugene’s oldest son and the company’s chairman. “Our philosophy is that we aspire to be family-owned and -operated, and we are committed to
professional management.”
On Feb. 1, Charles’ younger brother, Steve Sukup, succeeded him as president and CEO. Five third-generation family members, including Steve Sukup’s
son, Nick Sukup, daughter Emily Schmitt, and sons-in-law Andy Schmitt and
Matt Koch, hold roles at the company, as well as Charles’ son, Andrew Sukup.
Co-founder Mary Sukup is the company’s board secretary.
A significant milestone for Sukup Manufacturing came in 2000, when the
company moved into the production of grain bins and affordable grain drying
systems. Largely because of those moves, since 2000 the company has grown eightfold in sales, and 80% of the products that it now produces have been developed
over the past two decades, said Steve Sukup.

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING |
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INNOVATION PIONEER

Welders at the Sheffield factory

“In the late 1990s, we were really focused on in-bin
drying — so you put the grain in there and dry it in the
bin,” Steve Sukup said. “And you can do that for maybe 300
bushels an hour. But most of our customers [with their larger
combines] wanted to dry 1,000 to 2,000 bushels per hour,
and our in-bin drying couldn’t keep up. So I went out with
one of our other engineers to figure out [how to improve]
‘affordable drying systems,’ and how do we match up to our
customers’ needs?
“Anytime we look at a new product, we say, how can
we make it better? With affordable dryers, we got a patent
on it, and we increased the efficiency of the dryers. And
from there, we started to control our own destiny by going
into grain bins,” Sukup said. “Some in the group were a
little concerned about going into grain bins, but that’s what
everybody asked for — they wanted to talk to the guy that
makes the grain bins.”
Late last year, Sukup Manufacturing achieved ISO 9001
certification, an international standard for quality management systems. The certification helps companies get on preferred supplier lists, and is often a requirement when seeking
new customers, especially when bidding for work with larger
organizations or the public sector.
Andy Schmitt, supply chain manager for Sukup Manufacturing, credited the company’s international sales team for
initiating the push last year for ISO 9001 certification to help
with sales in Latin America.

20
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“Some in the group were a
little concerned about going
into grain bins, but that’s what
everybody asked for — they
wanted to talk to the guy that
makes the grain bins.”
Steve Sukup

President and CEO,
Sukup Manufacturing

MANUFACTURER OF

FERTILIZER APPLICATION EQUIPMENT
MADE IN THE USA SINCE 1996

SIMPLE.
DURABLE.
AMERICAN.

Dalton Ag

1(800) 342-7498 | WWW.DALTONAG.COM | 602 E. VAN BUREN, LENOX, IA 50851
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING |
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Sukup Manufacturing workers move bin panels down the production line at the Sheffield factory.

“The company was founded on farmers and has been
known as a mom-and-pop type of a brand,” said Schmitt,
who joined the company in 2010. “But since coming to Sukup I’ve noticed a lot more initiatives and strategy for entering
into the commercial marketplace. And once we get those big
commercial players to come to the plant, you can see the look
on their faces change, like, ‘Oh, these guys are serious; this
is a big operation and they can knock out these big projects.’ ”
The longest-tenured third-generation family member,
Matt Koch, started working for the company 13 years ago,
after graduating from Iowa State University with an electrical
engineering degree. His vision is to position Sukup Manufacturing as a technology company.
“In our industry, about 70% of our product line is
more or less commodity-type products such as material
handling equipment and steel buildings. You can buy fans
and heaters and bins from anybody, so it’s really important
that we concentrate on the things that make us different,
make us better. We focus on our intellectual property; we
focus on automation.

22
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“Once we get those big
commercial players to come to
the plant, you can see the look
on their faces change, like, ‘Oh,
these guys are serious; this is
a big operation and they can
knock out these big projects.’”
Andy Schmidt

Supply chain manager,
Sukup Manufacturing Co.

INNOVATION PIONEER

These nearly 2-million-bushel grain bins illustrate the tremendous yield growth that Sukup Manufacturing has responded
to over the years.

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING |
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“So my vision for the company has always been: How can
we make people very easily see the differences that make us
better, without having to explain it?” he said. “And we’re experiencing that with our dryer product line. I’m hoping that
we can automate the rest of our product lines so when people
think of us, they actually think of us as a tech company first,
as opposed to a commodity-style supplier to the industry.”
The company has received more than 100 patents in its
57-year history.
“A lot of our features come directly from feedback from
dealers,” Koch said. “With the culture we have from the
inside with a lot of farmers who have worked for us, that ag
background has always been incorporated in our designs.”
“As far as innovation goes, we’ve almost always said, let’s
figure this out on our own rather than shopping this [problem] out,” Schmitt said. “Let’s just go out to the plant and
figure this out on our own, and in a lot of cases we can do it
better, and faster, and control our costs better.
“My father-in-law [Steve Sukup] likes to say something
to the effect that ‘We buy 90% of our problems, so why
don’t we just do it ourselves instead?’ That’s just always been
our mentality.”

A Safe T Home in use in Haiti.

SAFETY, GIVING BACK ARE PART OF COMPANY CULTURE
The culture of family extends to the employees,
whether it’s the annual company picnic or a steak
lunch held in conjunction with a safety briefing for
the production workers.
Emily Schmitt, also a third-generation member,
has used her law degree from the University of
Iowa to help build out the company’s legal, human
resources and accounting/finance functions.
Twice a year, each employee meets one-onone with one of the family management members
in an effort by management to stay connected and
to listen. “I always just ask, ‘How can we make your
job better?’ ” Schmitt said.
As a manufacturing company, one of the
highest priorities is employee safety, she said.
The company has also been a significant
contributor to safety for the agriculture industry,
by assisting with the production of a safety movie,
“Silo,” which dramatized a grain bin rescue in a
rural community.
“We had a lot of pride in being able to show
that around,” said CEO Steve Sukup, Schmitt’s

24
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father. “We had one ag expert who said that he
could give 2,000 speeches [on the danger of
grain-bin entrapment], and this one movie will do
as much to change people’s behavior.”
One of Sukup Manufacturing’s most noteworthy
charitable ventures, which Schmitt spends a lot
of time promoting, is the company’s Safe T Home
project, which was developed in 2010 to provide
safe, hurricane-proof housing for refugees in Haiti.
In 2016, some 200 Sukup Safe T Homes
withstood Hurricane Matthew with minimal
damage. In total, nearly 400 of the shelters have
been constructed by volunteers, mostly in Haiti but
also at a refugee camp in Uganda.
In the summer of 2018 Schmitt and a group
from the company visited Haiti to meet with people
who had received shelters. “That was something
that forever changed my life,” she said. “Really
seeing that connection of something that we see
as a grain bin in use as a shelter is just something
that really changes your perspective.”

CUSTOM-ENGINEERING | MACHINING | PRODUCTION FABRICATION

LEADER IN WORLD
CLASS PRECISION.
When you need large, complex parts, GMT is your
complete manufacturing solution - a single-source
provider for custom engineering, iron machining, steel
fabrication and assembly.

MISSION CRITICAL
SUPPLIER
ESSENTIAL SUPPLIER
MAJOR INDUSTRIES
WE PARTNER WITH:

AGRICULTURE
CONSTRUCTION
GAS & OIL
DEFENSE
RAILROAD
WIND ENERGY
AIRPORT GROUND
SUPPORT
MINING

Interested in applying?
Visit our website!
GMTCORPORATION.COM

2116 E. BREMER AVENUE PO BOX 358 WAVERLY IOWA 50677 | 319.352.1509
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INNOVATION GUEST OPINION

GLOBAL INNOVATORS LOOK TO IOWA
By Billi Hunt
Executive director, Cultivation Cooridor
As a native Iowan, it is easy to take for granted seemingly
endless fields of corn and soybeans, or to pass farms and livestock barns without appreciating the technology and expertise
required to keep the animals inside them safe and healthy. In
every corner of the state, I can drive by universities, colleges,
corporate campuses, research centers and small-town industrial parks, and overlook the world-class, cutting-edge research
happening inside. After all, “Iowa Nice” means we just keep
working and not brag about what we’re doing.
It is time for every Iowan to take pride in our state’s
agricultural leadership and tell their own innovation story:
The ideas, research and technology that are needed to feed the
world’s growing population in a sustainable way are happening right here, right now in America’s Cultivation Corridor.
World-class innovation is underway at Iowa’s universities, colleges, global companies, small startups and farmers’ machine
sheds and livestock barns.
Iowa has long been the location of choice for top agronomy and plant genetics companies, thanks to rich natural
resources and progressive farmers. Companies and researchers
in America’s Cultivation Corridor are revolutionizing how
crops are grown to be more productive and sustainable than
ever before. Innovations are also providing new animal health
and housing technologies and monitoring tools. These allow
today’s livestock producers to provide better animal care and
deliver safe, nutritious and top-quality pork, beef, eggs and
other protein sources to the U.S. and the world.
Startup companies and technology developers are making
progress and securing funding at a pace we’ve never seen,
thanks in large part to the entrepreneurial ecosystem that has
exploded around Iowa. The creation of accelerators, incubators
and other resources to connect entrepreneurs and technology
developers with mentors, investors and customers gives Iowa
startups a tremendous advantage.
Iowa State University ranks among the world’s best in
agriculture education and research, with advantages like the
ISU Research Park, BioCentury Research Farm and others that
aren’t available anywhere else. Entrepreneur programs at Iowa’s
colleges, universities and high schools are providing inspiration
and real-world resources to students who will have the next
generation of big ideas, and the Future Ready Iowa workforce
initiative is working to build Iowa’s talent pipeline by aligning
education, workforce and economic development resources.
We see Iowa’s leadership in action when hundreds of
world leaders come to the state for events like the World
Food Prize, World Pork Expo, Farm Progress Show and more.
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In addition to these
events, our universities,
businesses and farmers
are hosting visitors all
throughout the year. The
best minds from around
the world are coming to
Iowa to learn, to collaborate and bring the next
generation of ideas to
reality.
The Cultivo Global
Ag Innovation Program
hosted by America’s
Cultivation Corridor was
introduced in 2019 to
provide an opportunity
for international startups to connect with Iowa’s entrepreneurial
ecosystem. The reaction to the program has been overwhelming
and exciting, with countries around the world lining up to bring
their ag startups to Iowa to participate in the 10-day immersion
program featuring tours, networking and training in U.S. startup and regulatory systems.
The first cohort from Australia is currently planned for
August 2020, with several more cohorts in planning stages for
the next few years. Programs like these are just one of the steps
that Iowans need to take to connect startups from around the
world with the top minds at work in our state today.
Iowa is full of innovation in the food and agriculture
industry. We are proud of our global leadership and how the
world wants to connect with us to learn not only how we
drive innovation, but how leaders in global farming view new
ideas, sustainability and how that drives profits. I am proud to
tell our stories on innovations, to connect innovators around
the world to leaders right here in Iowa, and to work with our
private and public partners to help connect the world to Iowa
– where science feeds the world.
Billi Hunt is the executive director of the Cultivation Corridor,
a position she took on in February 2018. She brings a broad
range of skills to the corridor’s team, with more than 20 years of
experience in the industry. An Iowa native, Hunt received her
Bachelor of Science from Iowa State University and attended
Drake University to receive her Master of Public Administration.
She lives in Urbandale with her family.

PPE FOR HEALTH CARE WORKERS

IOWA MANUFACTURERS PIVOT
QUICKLY TO PRODUCE PPE FOR
HEALTH-CARE WORKERS
Meeting local needs for protective equipment ‘a very positive
experience,’ say leaders
By Joe Gardyasz

Manufacturers ranging from recreational vehicle makers
to distilleries and injection-mold companies — as well as
companies outside the manufacturing industry — rapidly
shifted their organizations’ talents toward producing critically
needed personal protective equipment for front-line health care
workers in their communities across Iowa.
Among the largest manufacturers that jumped into making
PPE items was Deere & Co. The global farm and construction
equipment maker committed to make at least 225,000
protective face shields for distribution to health-care workers
across communities in eight states where it has operations,
including Iowa. The PPE items are being delivered to 16 Deere
factories in those states for distribution to health-care facilities.
“Our manufacturing and supply management teams, along
with our production and maintenance employees, the UAW, and
our partners have worked tirelessly to ensure we could lend our
support and protect our health care workers during this crisis,”
said John May, CEO of Deere & Co. “By working closely with
the communities where our employees live and work, we can
help support the needs we’ve identified close to home and, as
the project expands, address additional, urgent needs across the
country.”
Elsewhere in Iowa, two companies whose plants are 200
miles apart nevertheless collaborated to develop a low-cost face
shield for health workers, after being connected by consultants
at Iowa State University’s Center for Industrial Research and
Service (CIRAS) program.
The Dimensional Group in Mason City, in conjunction
with Angstrom Precision Molding Inc. in Ottumwa, began
collaborating on the project in early April. The companies
produced about 50,000 face shields in their initial week, and
ramped up production to turn out about 100,000 face shields
per week, said Adam Gold, president of Dimensional Group.
The project was a direct response to Gov. Kim Reynolds’
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public request to companies statewide to contribute more than
500,000 face shields for the state’s emergency stockpile. The
companies’ goal was to produce and deliver a half-million face
shields over a month’s time.
“Our goal with this project was to bring a quality PPE
product to the market as quickly as possible to aid our front-line
health workers,” Gold said.
Winnebago Industries, which suspended operations at
its recreational vehicle manufacturing plant in Forest City for
several weeks during the height of the pandemic, converted
some of its cutting and sewing capabilities for RV furnishings
to produce cloth face masks. As of late April, more than 25,000
masks were made and distributed to health care workers.
“We worked together with the state of Iowa and MercyOne
- Mason City to produce a Level 1 fabric mask that is reusable
and launderable,” said Chad Reece, director of corporate
relations with Winnebago. The company’s Chris-Craft boat
division in Sarasota, Fla., also used that design to produce masks
for health-care workers in Florida.
“We actually purchased additional equipment to help
specifically with this project, Reece said. “There have been some
donations involved in this, but right now we’re operating it like
a pass-through. We’re not making a bunch of money on these.”
Winnebago also participated with a coalition of
manufacturers coordinated by a 3-D printer company, in which
Winnebago joined other companies in 3-D printing hundreds
of visor parts that it shipped to a central point where clear
acrylic face masks were attached. “Because of this [coalition],
we’re able to get a lot more value out because we’re sharing our
capabilities,” he said.
“The incredible part of this is that we’ve been able to do it at
a time when we’re otherwise not working,” Reece said. “I’m kind
of proud of the fact that our company has been able to pull this
together and do this.”

HIGH QUALITY | STREAMLINED SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
ON-TIME DELIVERY | 20+ YEARS OF IMPROVMENT

Receive the quality CNC machined
parts you need — in various
metals, stainless steel and plastic
— for successful, profitable
equipment manufacture.

M S-M A C H I N E.C O M | 20547 125T H S T., M O N O N A, I A 52159 | 563-539-4200
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Workers at Winnebago Industries produce face masks for health care workers
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“We felt it was the right thing to do in
these extraordinary times.”
Scott Bush

owner, Foundry

THE ASSISTANCE HAS EXTENDED TO OTHER
TYPES OF HIGH-NEED SUPPLIES AS WELL.
In West Des Moines, Foundry Distilling Co. quickly
pivoted to produce hand sanitizer at its West Des Moines
facility for commercial use. The distillery began by making small
batches of hand sanitizer that it distributed from its facility.
Foundry then partnered with Boone-based Fareway Stores Inc.
on a project to deliver a commercial-grade, FDA-approved hand
sanitizer for its stores across the Midwest region.
“We felt it was the right thing to do in these extraordinary
times,” said Scott Bush, owner of Foundry. The distillery also
partnered with Atlantic Coca-Cola Bottling Co. in Atlantic to
further the availability of its hand sanitizer. Atlantic Bottling is
distributing the product to all retailers across its territory, which
spans the majority of Iowa and parts of Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Illinois and Missouri.
EVEN COMPANIES WHOSE PRIMARY BUSINESS
ISN’T MANUFACTURING HAVE JUMPED INTO
ACTION.
Des Moines-based commercial construction contractor
Ryan Cos. devoted a 3-D printer that its design department
recently acquired into a 24-7 maker of “ear saver” devices.
The ear savers take the weight off mask wearers’ ears to make
it easier for health workers to wear them throughout their
long shifts. Ryan’s 3-D printer produced 63 ear savers each 24
hours, said Brian Clark, director of real estate development.
Ryan Cos. donated several hundred of those items to
Broadlawns Medical Center in Des Moines.
In a similar way, Pella Corp. in Pella has programmed
its 3-D printers to produce 300 face shields daily, which the

company committed to distribute to hospitals in Marion
County, Shenandoah and Sioux Center hospitals until demand
was met.
“Producing face shields for health care workers was a great
opportunity for the Pella team to turn passion into action,”
said Nicolle Picray, brand communications and public relations
manager. “We’re proud to help our local communities during
this time of crisis.”
Another Central Iowa manufacturer, Engineered Plastic
Components Inc. in West Des Moines, by mid-April
produced about 20,000 face shields for health systems. Using
a preliminary design developed by the University of Iowa’s UI
Ventures innovation lab, EPC built its own injection mold
within just five days. With its expertise, the company is in a
position to mass-produce hundreds of thousands of face shields
and could supply states beyond Iowa, EPC’s CEO said.
“Due to the current situation, we were not running some
of our production ,and we wanted to make sure that if there
was something we could contribute, we wanted to do that,”
said Reza Kargarzedeh, EPC’s president and CEO. “We have
produced around 20,000 so far, and we have basically given
UnityPoint Health about 10,000 of those. There are also some
that we have given to FEMA in Washington, Iowa. And we have
donated some to senior housing locally. It’s been a good project.”
EPC is one of at least three Iowa manufacturers — along
with Vantec Inc. and MD Orthotics — that collaborated
with the University of Iowa’s UI Ventures innovation lab. UI
Ventures’ team, in coordination with the Iowa Department of
Economic Development, has been connecting manufacturers
with UI’s resources.

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING |
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Mike Coomes, operations manager for Engineered Plastic Components Inc. in Grinnell, presents face shields
made by EPC to Shauna Callaway, director of public health with Grinnell Regional Medical Center.

UI Ventures worked with University of Iowa Health Care as
well as UnityPoint Health to create and source PPE equipment
needs for those health systems, said Jon Darsee, chief innovation
officer with the University of Iowa.
“Our natural role is focusing on taking ideas and moving
something from ideas and intellectual property out into the
world,” he said. “And with this COVID crisis, we’re in a really
good position because we can connect the internal players. For
a face [shield] you may need the College of Engineering and the
College of Public Health and then feed that to UIHC. It’s what
we do, so it’s easy for us to play that role of putting the right
sequence together internally and then go out and find [expertise]
as necessary.”
The face shield project expanded beyond UI Ventures after
Darsee approached Iowa Economic Development Authority
Director Debi Durham about finding a faster technology for
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producing face shields than 3-D printing. Durham suggested
that UI work with Vantec Inc., a Webster City-based injection
molding company. “Within a week, Vantec created an
injection molding for the halo, which is a major component
of the face shield,” Darsee said. “And now we can pump out
thousands of them.”
A key element of the project’s success, Darsee said, was a
student-run program within UI Ventures called Iowa MADE,
which as a U.S. Food and Drug Administration-registered
quality system initiative can produce FDA-approved devices.
“So we employed [Iowa MADE] in that situation, with [Vantec]
manufacturing for us, and so now we’re rockin’ and rollin’ with
face shields. It’s been a very positive experience.”
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TEACHING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
IN THE CLASSROOM
A Central Iowa college and nonprofit look to build
AI workforce at home
By Kate Hayden

At Drake University, associate professor Alanah Mitchell
saw students with an interest in artificial intelligence combining
a computer science major with classes in philosophy. At the
tech education nonprofit Pi515, founder Nancy Mwirotsi saw
a chance for her students, who come mostly from immigrant or
low-income households, to dip their toes into a growing career
field and expand the data sets used in autonomous development.
Artificial intelligence is gaining ground as one of the most
omnipresent technologies in everyday life, spanning from voice
assistant devices and mobile bank deposit apps in the home
to manufacturing robotics and development of autonomous
vehicles. In job demand, LinkedIn’s 2020 Emerging Jobs
Report named artificial intelligence specialist as the No. 1
growing career path based on the social media platform’s data
over the last five years. The threat of flawed datasets informing
development of critical infrastructure, including driverless cars,
is hovering over companies.
In February 2020 the Des Moines startup Roboflow reported
finding errors in 33% of the images in the Udacity Dataset, an
open-source dataset that hosts images of vehicles, pedestrians,
streetlights and other landmarks for development of driverless
vehicles -- an error rate that could be critically dangerous in the
projects that rely on the dataset, Roboflow warned.
Now, schools and nonprofits in Iowa are learning how to
teach the technology and theory to students who will lead future
development of AI.
“We have to understand that not everything out there
looks and feels like AI, but we also have to understand how
AI is actually affecting us,” Mwirotsi said. “If you don’t feed it
the right information, what are you going to get? It’s going to
assume the things you’ve told it to.”
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DESIGNING THE COURSE
The first step is teaching students how to ask the right
questions, how to collect data and how that data should be
used. At Drake University, an interdisciplinary team of faculty
is preparing to debut a new artificial intelligence major with
input from the computer science, education, philosophy and
other campus departments to round out students’ understanding
of the field, said Alanah Mitchell , associate professor of
information systems.
“It’s super interdisciplinary. It combines computer science
and math with business, law, arts and humanities, so it
definitely gives that whole-mind, whole-brain perspective in the
curriculum,” Mitchell said.
Drake took about two years under the guidance of a campus
task force to design the program, which will be launched in fall
2020 for students; the board of trustees approved the artificial
intelligence major in January. When Drake faculty first began
researching a program, they found not many colleges of its size
offering anything similar, Mitchell said.
“A lot of computer science programs have specializations in
AI, but ours is different than that,” she said. “We excel in that
liberal arts professional preparedness space, so we were looking
at how we could do that.”
Drake sought input from multiple Iowa businesses across
industry lines, and from existing students who would be prime
candidates for an AI major -- including one student who was
already combining majors in computer science and philosophy.
Future employees who are able to manage decisions based on
data will be a priority for organizations no matter what specific
technology is being developed, Mitchell said. The end goal
for department graduates would be to develop an AI or user
experience system during a capstone practicum.
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“We have to understand that not everything out there looks and feels like AI, but we also have to
understand how AI is actually affecting us.” - Nancy Mwirotsi, founder of Pi515
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“We have to think about the ethical concerns – what does it mean for society, what does it mean
for our culture.” - Alanah Mitchell, associate professor of information systems at Drake University
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“We don’t want to be designing unethical technology, or
technology that hasn’t thought about human intelligence
and thought processes.”
Alanah Mitchell

associate professor of information systems,
Drake University

“We have to think about the ethical concerns -- what does
it mean for society, what does it mean for our culture. We also
have legal concerns,” Mitchell said. “Students are already putting
these fields together themselves, which I found interesting. …
This is the direction of the future of AI.”
Personal experience combined with her concern for students’
futures in technology careers prompted Mwirotsi to seek out a
curriculum in artificial intelligence that she could integrate with
Pi515’s regular programming for high school students in the Des
Moines Public Schools district.
Starting in the spring semester, about 40 students began
the certification course through Robotic Process Automation,
developed by the training firm Automation Anywhere based in
San Jose.
The class was only able to meet in person three times
before DMPS closed district buildings due to the COVID-19
pandemic, but Automation Anywhere’s online courses meant
some of Mwirotsi’s students could continue working through
the curriculum as Mwirotsi and volunteers helped through
phone and video conferencing. Other students, who didn’t
have broadband access in their homes, were delayed in reaching
Pi515’s services and regular school assignments while Mwirotsi
helped families find low-income resources and devices.
By the end of the course, students should have the
experience to develop their own automated platform as a final
project, which would have been presented at an end-of-year
student symposium if the school year hadn’t been interrupted.
“Kids are already curious. The challenge is not going
to be the students. I think the challenge is going to be the
adults,” Mwirotsi said. “Adults make a lot of assumptions
pertaining to young people. … Kids understand that it needs
to be used for good.”

REPROGRAMMING BIAS
Mwirotsi is tired of airport security lines, and she suspects
the code behind TSA security might be what’s holding her up.
Specifically, she’s tired of being paused in those security lines
because of her hair -- thick, curly and textured. Nearly every
time she’s stopped, Mwirotsi said, an agent has to check her
hair after the Transportation Security Administration’s scanning
equipment detected something different. Of course, there’s
nothing there -- and the reason Mwirotsi was stopped is a lot
more mundane: “People have different types of hair.”
“We need to come up with a way to teach AI right now
before some biases reach the industry,” Mwirotsi said. “We
need to teach kids about empathy and emotional thinking.
We have to learn how to best collect data, and most
companies don’t realize that the more accurate that data can
be, that’s how they can make more money. … The problem is
that nobody’s training it.”
Designing curriculum for such a rapidly changing field
pushes instructors and students to focus on the fundamental
theories, Mitchell said.
“This has always been an issue in the IT fields,” she said.
“We’re constantly on a wave of what is important right now -- is
it e-commerce, is it cloud computing, is it business intelligence,
business analytics?
“If we are developing machines that are thinking like
humans, or not thinking like humans, that background is
important. You would include neuroscience or cognitive
psychology -- these are the kinds of perspectives that you
would want from a developer,” she added. “We don’t want to
be designing unethical technology, or technology that hasn’t
thought about human intelligence and thought processes.”
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Gerdin Grows!
At the Debbie and Jerry Ivy College of Business,
it’s all about the students.

We’re making room for students with a four-story,
45,000-square-foot expansion to the Gerdin Business
Building. Visit our website to see the latest photos
and time-lapse video.

Explore new paths at Ivy – a college on the move!
ivybusiness.iastate.edu/gerdin-grows

Coming
this fall!
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RULE-BREAKER JEFF WELD
HAS BEEN DRIVING FORCE
BEHIND IOWA’S STEM SUCCESS
JEFF WELD LOVES IT WHEN HE CAN SHAKE THINGS UP A BIT.
By Joe Gardyasz

Weld, executive director of the Governor’s STEM Advisory Council, has
been a driving force behind developing a successful and thriving science, technology, engineering and math program in Iowa.
Through his leadership and guidance, STEM has emerged from the depths
of obscurity in Iowa to play a prominent role in Iowa’s education system and
advancing talent development efforts for a number of major employers throughout the state.
In his current role, Weld leads a statewide organization whose regional arms
work to increase student interest and achievement in STEM subjects that lead to
careers matched to Iowa’s future workforce needs.
An award-winning career educator, Weld helped launch the Iowa Mathematics and Science Education Partnership in 2008 and led that initiative for
three years before being named to his present position with the Governor’s
STEM Advisory Council in 2012. Last fall, he returned to that post with the
council after serving for nearly two years as an education policy consultant to
the White House.
During his time in Washington, D.C., Weld coordinated a comprehensive
rewrite of the national strategic plan for STEM education, a report that guides
more than $3.2 billion in annual federal STEM funding.
He’s just as much at home in the classroom and science lab as he in his
current administrative role. His teaching career has included biology and science
faculty roles at the University of Northern Iowa and Oklahoma State University, and as a high school science teacher at schools in Texas, Missouri and Iowa.
He has received numerous awards for teaching excellence, and in 2013 was
recognized by the University of Iowa’s College of Education with the Alumni
Accomplishment Honor. In 2014, a noted STEM advocacy organization, the
Triangle Coalition, named Weld a national STEM champion.
Weld wasn’t always destined for academia, however. Growing up in a single-parent, lower-income household in Iowa City, Weld was just hanging on in
high school and was in danger of dropping out. Looking back, it was the perfect
background to cultivate a career in education and for eventually leading Iowa’s
STEM initiatives.
Before he embarked on a career as an educator, Weld was set on becoming
an auto mechanic when he was in high school — until a move across the country and an influential teacher shifted his trajectory.
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Young Iowans experience hands-on STEM activities and experiments at a Southwest Regional STEM Festival in Earlham.
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HELPING
CHILDREN RUN
WITH THEIR
DREAMS.
John Deere is committed to the next generation of innovators.
Through John Deere Inspire, we promote education in science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) to empower
children around the world to reach their greater potential.
Our support of hands-on programs like FIRST LEGO® League,
Project Lead The Way, and Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day
challenges youth to hone their collaboration, problem-solving,
and critical-thinking skills — so they can one day create solutions
to feed, clothe, and shelter a growing population.
Learn more about how John Deere Inspire and our other citizenship
programs improve living standards for people everywhere — visit
Deere.com/Citizenship.

JohnDeere.com
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Loess Hills Computer Programming School was the inspiration for the Computer Science is Elementary Project, which is transforming 12
elementary schools into models of computer science instruction.

“I was on track to become a real gearhead,” Weld recalled.
“I was barely hanging on to the academic classes, just certain
that my future was going to be in the world of cars. I was just
crazy for cars; I had rebuilt and restored automobiles before I
could even drive.”
When his mother’s career took the family from Iowa City
to the Berkshires of Massachusetts, Weld ended up at a preparatory school where he got newfound encouragement from his
teachers, particularly an English teacher who took him under
his wing.
“He pointed out that I was actually a pretty good writer,
and I had never been told that before,”
Weld said. Similarly, a math teacher complimented him on
his facility with numbers, after he thought he didn’t have an
aptitude for math. “In Iowa City I thought I would be lucky
just to graduate from high school and was just helping to work
on cars. … So my path took a 90-degree turn.”
After graduating from the University of Iowa with an education degree, Weld began his teaching career in Mission, Texas, as
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a high school science teacher. He was still a rebel at heart.
On the first day of classes, as all the other teachers were
handing out a syllabus and reading students the rules, Weld
was determined to be different.
“I wasn’t going to give out the god-dang book on day
one, I wasn’t even going to talk to them about the rules,” he
recalled. Instead, the class did a science experiment, right out
of the gate.
“I’ll never forget the shock and delight and confusion
on the faces of the kids — we’re actually experimenting on
something on the first day. That set a tone that from here
forward, this class was going to be very different. And I’ve
since passed that on to the future teachers I worked with, and
certainly in the STEM world, that it’s all about shaking up
the system and doing things that center around the learner
and what they need.”
That sense of serving the underserved is one of the things
that Weld loves most about STEM education.
“Every school that applies for [STEM funding] has to
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SAVE THE DATE!

2021 GOVERNOR’S LUNCHEON
Wednesday, February 3, 2021
Des Moines Marriott Downtown – Iowa Ballroom
700 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50309

11:15 A.M. CHECK-IN | 12:00 P.M. LUNCH & PROGRAM BEGINS | 1:15 P.M. PROGRAM ENDS
*Complimentary lunch provided by our sponsors

JOIN US BY REGISTERING ONLINE AT WWW.GOVLUNCHBSA.ORG

Keynote Speaker: Katie (Higgins) Cook
First Female Blue Angels Pilot
This is a fundraising event for Mid-Iowa Council and Boy Scouts of America.
Keynote speaker, Katie (Higgins) Cook, has a story you don’t want to miss!
Check this out: https://youtu.be/AJ3mj_CUMpM
Led by Scout Executive/CEO, Matt Hill, Mid-Iowa Council serves 13,700 youth throughout a 27-county Central Iowa area. Scouting for
boys and girls (ages 5-17) and young adults (ages 14-20) builds charact3er through outdoor adventure, prepares youth to be participating
citizens, and develops physical fitness. Scouting is the premier leadership development program for youth today. We raise funds in order
to give a Scouting experience to every boy or girl who desires to join.
We hope you can join us for the 2021 Governor’s Luncheon. You or your organization can support local scouts by being an event Sponsor,
Table Host or guest. For inquiries or sponsorship details, please contact Darla Hunzelman at the Mid-Iowa Council: Darla.Hunzelman@
Scouting.org or (515) 266-2135.
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Kimberly Evans, science teacher at Merrill Middle School, assisted with monarch monitoring and vegetation surveys at Neal
Smith National Wildlife Refuge in Prairie City as part of her summer STEM Teacher Externship.
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A UNIQUE CURRICULUM FOR A

CHANGING WORLD
Employers today seek engineers who are more than just technically
competent. They want employees who can write and speak effectively, are
team players, and can see the big picture. These are the kinds of engineers
who graduate from Wartburg College: professionals with fundamental
scientific and technical knowledge as well as skills in communication, critical
thinking, and team building. In-class study, hands-on experience in our new
Innovation Studio, and real-world training prepares our students for the
next step whether in industry or a specialized graduate program.

WWW.WARTBURG.EDU/ENGINEERING

PASSIONATE
ABOUT ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING
SINCE 1946.
WWW.THOMBERT.COM | 800.433.3572
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“The math and science scores are
consistently higher for the kids who took part
in the STEM programs.”
Jeff Weld

executive director,
Governor’s STEM Advisory Council

attest to us as to how those dollars are going to be used to
broaden the STEM opportunity to kids who are underrepresented,” he said. “It’s in our DNA now, that inclusion and
diversity are a top priority. … It’s important because it’s a
moral imperative and it’s an economic imperative that we do
better for our kids.”
Weld can point to concrete evidence that Iowa’s STEM
programs are effective: students’ test scores in national assessment tests.
“The math and science scores are consistently higher for
the kids who took part in the STEM programs,” he said. “And
they’re always higher, every year. It’s like opening a box of
Cracker Jack — I never know what they’re going to get. … It’s
always been consistently higher, and that gain is around 3 to
4% higher.”
Particularly exciting for Weld is that minority students
have seen greater percentage gains — generally 5 to 6% compared with kids who haven’t been in STEM programs. “In my
34 years of experience in education, I’ve never seen another
broad intervention having that kind of effect,” he said. “So it’s
an enormous treat.”
Looking to the future, Weld sees the day when Iowa and
other states may want to consider renaming what has been
known as the STEM initiative.
“It started as a response to industry, really, to produce more
talent for them — more scientists, more technologists, more
engineers, more accountants,” he said. “But it has grown well
beyond merely making new workers for the [STEM] industry
sector, but that’s still a critical component of what we do.”
Much like the aerospace company Lockheed Martin gathered the best and brightest in the desert of Nevada to develop
cutting-edge technologies at its famous “Skunk Works,” Weld
sees STEM in a similar way.
“We are an education think tank — STEM is really the
‘skunkworks’ of education.”
Now go out and break some rules.
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EMPLOYERS STILL PERCEIVE A SKILLS
GAP
Iowa Workforce Development’s 2018 survey of
employers across the state asked about a variety of
skills, including basic skills in math and reading; hard,
or technical, skills; and soft skills, which are sometimes referred to as employability skills. Motivation,
dependability, communications and critical/analytical
thinking skills are among the biggest shortcomings
identified. Here is the percentage of employers who
feel applicants are lacking a certain skill.
Written Communication, 24.8%
Applied Mathematics, 17.1%
Reading for Information, 15.2%
Locating Information, 12.4%
Critical/Analytical Thinking, 33.1%
Business Communication, 19.2%
Machine Operation, 14.7%
Project Management, 13.1%
Basic Computer Literacy, 11.8%
Computer Software, 11.6%
General Office Software, 9.7%
Motivation, 49.3%
Dependability, 45.2%
Time Management, 35.5%
Communication Skills, 35.2%
Teamwork, 20.7%
Leadership, 18.8%
Honesty, 14.9%

Tomorrow Engineered Today
Every day, Iowa State engineering students, faculty
and staff innovate to make Iowa and the world a better
place to live. We prepare graduates to be entrepreneurs,
intrapreneurs, change-makers and leaders. We are the
heartbeat of innovation and the spirit of adventure.

College of Engineering
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GIVING STUDENTS AN ENTRY POINT
INTO STEM
By Emily Barske
Sharon Jaeschke knows that the more students are exposed to science,
technology, engineering and mathematics, the more likely they are to pursue a
STEM-related career. This can be a challenge in rural communities where there
are fewer major industries represented.
But if Jaeschke, a math teacher and robotics coach at Southeast Valley High
School, has anything to say about it, rural students will not only be exposed to
STEM, but they’ll get to participate in it.
Her work in this area earned her recognition in 2019 as a recipient of the
I.O.W.A. STEM Teacher Award. In just a couple of years, she took the school
from having no robotics team to competing at the state level. But though she
worked to create and coordinate the school’s team, she says it is the students who
get the credit for the success they’ve had so far.
“When we put a banner up in our lobby, it’s going to be their banner,”
Jaeschke said.
While she had been teaching math for almost three decades, she had no
experience with robotics. With support from the school administration, she
volunteered time to start a team and coach the students.
“I didn’t know anything in 2017, but I knew we needed a robotics team. I
knew that because of my experience engaging with students.”
Students on the 18-member robotics team learn about programming,
fabrication, 3D printing, web design and more. They also learn soft skills like
teamwork and communication. Both the administration and the community
have been supportive of the team, helping to provide sponsorship.
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HELPING STUDENTS SUCCEED
In the classroom, Jaeschke wants to give every student an
entry point into their math education. The importance of this,
she said, is keeping students engaged. Students who find math
too challenging or too easy can both become uninterested if an
education approach is not individually crafted for them.
“Find out what they know – not what they’re supposed to
know – to get started,” Jaeschke said.
This technique has already proved successful in raising test
scores. In the next semester or so, she’ll have enough data to
see if the approach means students stay in math longer (the
students are not required to take math their senior year).
Jaeschke encourages Iowans to stay open to new ideas in
education.
“Sometimes adults have this mindset of ‘it was good
enough for me’ about the education system in Iowa,” she said.
“The world is changing. We have to keep looking for new
ideas. … We need to give a voice to those in the classroom.”

“The world is changing. We have to keep
looking for new ideas. … We need to give
a voice to those in the classroom.”

Sharon Jaeschke

With the guidance of expert faculty and staff, our students craft an experience
that is as individual as they are and prepare for lives and careers that matter.

grinnell.edu
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The following is an excerpt from Jaeschke, in her own words.
My overall goal in teaching is to help my students develop
into confident, capable and caring people.
To do this, I work to give them powerful “tools.” These tools
can be developed when students experience lessons that are wellplanned, memorable and meaningful every day of the school
year. Doing this is so much more difficult and time-consuming
than can be described here, and that effort makes teaching one
of the most rewarding careers and a true calling.
Students can also develop these tools when respect in the
classroom is the norm. For example, no name-calling, putdowns or profanity is ever allowed by me or any of my students
in my classroom. Meaningful discussion often goes beyond the
math curriculum, but we all accept that there will be times in
which we agree to disagree. I remind students that I will have
my beliefs and opinions backed up by experiences and facts,
and they should also keep that as their standard. As a statistics
instructor, this works into my curriculum really well.
One of the most important tools a high school student can
develop is the mindset that effort in classes matters more than
a high grade-point average. This does not mean we should stop
giving grades, and, regardless of grades, students should always
learn as much as possible. Grades allow us to measure how much
of the material students have learned, which is important. What
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we need to stop doing is using grade-point averages to determine
scholarships and stop rewarding class rank in any way.
To elaborate on this, I believe all students need high levels
of stamina and endurance to prevail in the pursuit of their
goals. These traits can only be built in academic courses and
activities that challenge them. I give students opportunities to
work at high academic levels for long periods of time in my
classes because that’s what will empower them to prevail when
they pursue STEM careers. So many students are fooled into
thinking that their high school grade point will determine their
success after high school.
Tragically, many students don’t take math classes during
their senior year because they feel the need to protect their
grade point. They sacrifice future opportunities when they
worry too much about their grade-point average. Let’s allow
all students to take challenging STEM courses in high school
and stop talking about the top ten class rank, or financial aid
based solely on whether you are the valedictorian of the class.
This change would help many students consider and become
more equipped to enter STEM careers. The future of STEM
relies upon how many students have the skills and confidence
to consider STEM fields. If we convince students they are not
capable of high-level STEM careers, they will not pursue them.
Lastly, empathy is the secret ingredient of my teaching.
After I challenge students, I communicate that I know things
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will not always turn out the way they want. Some goals are not
met; some grades are not A’s even with their best efforts. When
my students are frustrated, I either express pride in their effort
or question whether they are giving the needed effort. This
self-analysis will give them more long-term reward than an A
grade ever will. I talk to them and email them so they can also
read how much I care about them and their future. Students
need a barrage of positive messages. I assure them that they are
gaining from everything that happens to them (successes and
failures) so that in the future they are more prepared. The only
caution I give is not to blame others for what happens to them.
Blamers are my own most frustrating type of student — it is
hard to break that habit.
When students ask me why I care, I relate stories of my
past. I had many unfortunate events happen to me as I was
growing up, and I was blessed with people around me who
cared. I know now that there was a reason those things happened to me — those difficult times gave others the opportunities to help me and that help made me stronger. I look at my
teaching career as my chance to pay that forward.

“Find out what they know
– not what they’re suppose to know –
to get started.”
Sharon Jaeschke

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST.

AS ONE OF THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS IN THE COUNTRY, YOU CAN HAVE
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ELECTRICAL SERVICES
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TRICITYELECTRIC.COM
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CENTRAL IOWA DIVISION 1821 INGERSOLL AVENUE, DES MOINES, IA 50309 | 515.288.7181
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HOW VIRTUAL REALITY HAS GROWN,
AND WHERE IT’S GOING NOW
Q&A WITH MECHDYNE CO-FOUNDER
By Emily Barske
James Gruening is the co-founder and senior vice president of
Mechdyne Corp., a virtual reality
and technology company. Based
in Marshalltown, Mechdyne was
founded in 1996 by Gruening, Chris
Clover and Kurt Hoffmeister, who
had all recently graduated from Iowa
State University. Mechdyne’s very
first project focused on creating a virJames Gruening
tual reality firefighting simulator for
the U.S. Navy. Today, the company
creates immersive technology solutions for companies around
the world.
Gruening discussed where he thinks extended reality services are going in the next decade.
SINCE YOU STARTED, WHAT’S THE GROWTH OF
VIRTUAL REALITY BEEN LIKE AND WHAT HAVE
YOU SEEN CHANGE OVER THE YEARS?
We’re really lucky because we, in our first project, really
had virtuality included in it. And it was for virtual training for
onboard ship firefighting, actually for the Navy. We’ve seen the
technology grow pretty dramatically. We continue to do a lot
in [the virtual reality] field today.
Every time we talk to a new client, the industry is growing. And there’s been so much additional coverage and press
in the last, really, five to 10 years, which has done nothing
but help the industry and help our business because more
people are aware of what we’re talking about and some of
the uses that they can employ or implement to help their
businesses. I think some of the greatest advancements have
really come along the lines of computational power, and how
we can drive these experiences.
You talk about virtual reality and augmented reality and
mixed reality and experiential reality, so XR kind of encompasses all those other things. When we first started, a computer that would work in this type of environment, that was a
million dollars. And so the cost to enter this type of solution
was pretty significant to the point that most companies
couldn’t afford to do it. Today with computational changes,
the computer costs a fraction of that, especially for some of the
larger systems. People can collaborate; 10 people can walk in
and experience the computer to drive that experience today at
a fraction of what it cost 20 years ago. … The actual display
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technologies become a lot more cost-effective.
So the barrier of entry is much less, to the point where
now it’s great because we’ve got young kids and teenagers
playing with this technology at home. … It’s more readily
available. I think that historically it is kind of a barrier to entry
with some other technology. Now you can program and create
the content to make your experience realistic. ... Over the last
20 years, content continues to be a critical piece that’s more
difficult than it should be. I think we’re getting to the point
where that’s getting easier, and that’s an area of emphasis not
just for Mechdyne but for a lot of other companies that are
trying to provide the services but also trying to implement the
technology into their business.
TELL ME ABOUT THE FIRST PROJECT THAT YOU
WERE WORKING ON. YOU SAID IT WAS WITH ONBOARD FIREFIGHTING FOR U.S. NAVY SHIPS?
So we do a lot of training, content and applications today
as well. When you think about that specific first project, I
think one of the keys for Mechdyne – and I think for any
companies -- to be innovative, you really have to listen to your
client. And you have to be very inquisitive. So you have to ask
a lot of questions because I think most people have an idea of
how they want to solve a problem. And I think in many cases
they might think the solution is too expensive or too difficult
to implement. … Something that Mechdyne is very, very good
at is listening to you, and asking you a lot of follow-up questions to try to be creative with an innovative solution.
We had a client at the University of Naval Research in
Washington, D.C. They have a lot of new sailors every year,
and the sailors get deployed onto small, tight, very complex
ships, especially when you’re below deck. It’s confusing -passageways are small. It’s very difficult to learn how to know
where to go and how to maneuver, especially if you have
an emergency like a fire onboard. Historically, they would
have some physical prototypes, which is a ship that’s docked
somewhere, an older ship. And they would try to do training
onboard a ship -- like how do you respond, how do you fight
a fire. Now there’s different attributes to those fires based upon
the materials involved. You really couldn’t ever train, or teach
me how to fight a fire onboard my actual ship because there’s
all kinds of different ships. And so we worked with them
and came up with a unique solution for a problem – and in
essence it was one utilizing virtual reality. For them to be able
to train new sailors to experience different situations, it’s really
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Mechdyne, based in Marshalltown, creates immersive technology solutions for companies around the world.
difficult. As you can imagine, you don’t want to put an actual
sailor in an actual fire to teach them how to do it. It’s very
dangerous. And so, going through training like that is just a
critical step forward. The solution we were able to put together
for them really came from listening to the problems they had,
understanding the implications that it caused them, and being
creative and innovative to provide them with a solution.
WHERE ARE THINGS GOING IN THE NEXT 10 TO 20
YEARS?
That is a tremendous question, and we joke about this
all the time. If our crystal ball was accurate, we’d probably be
retired. Actually, that’s probably not true, because we love what
we do. ... I think even with that first project we did 23 years
ago with the Navy, it was very advanced at the time. What
they ended up utilizing that system for was ... some training
but they actually determined best practices and continue to do
research on how to train and how to best fight those fires.
You hear people talking about the term “democratize technology.” We’re starting to head in that direction as the costs decrease in some of the hardware. We still have a challenge with
the content creation. In the next three years, I saw some data
that said 120 million people are going to need to be re-skilled
or retrained due to artificial intelligence, robotics and automation. ... If I try to talk to you about something, you’ll take
some of it in. If I split up and involve you in it, and you actually experience it, you’re much more likely to retain and learn.
So a big area that we’re seeing is not just application of this
technology for design and virtual prototyping and research,
but really starting to apply this technology to training and

learning for folks, whether they’re young or whether they’re
older. I’ve seen all kinds of data on these things, but utilizing
this technology for training, I think, is going to be something
that really takes off and something that’s going to be required
really at every level from an educational standpoint.
So I think in the next 10 years, there’s going to be tremendous growth with this technology. As far as dollars and
all that stuff, I have no idea. But every time we talk to a client
or potential client, they are talking about it internally, how to
apply the technology. Many of them already know they have
to do some tests with it. ... Many of our clients have already
implemented it and some of them, like the Navy, we’ve got
decades of experience with. And we’re really starting to see the
return on investment increasing. We’re kind of getting to the
point where if a company isn’t already utilizing the technology
and applying it to different problems to disrupt their industry
and be more successful in their business, then they’re falling
behind. … If you’re not trying to disrupt your industry, you’re
probably going to end up being disrupted. And I try not to say
that cavalierly, but I mean it’s truly amazing the changes we’re
seeing with our clients -- how we’re changing their workflows
and increasing their productivity and their overall profitability.
CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT WHAT DEMOCRATIZING
TECHNOLOGY MEANS?
The definition is all over the place and it depends who you
talk to. … Let’s use the U.S. Navy example. The first lab we
installed for them was in Washington, D.C., and a very small
number of people got to utilize it in person. So when I say
democratization, we’re trying to get to the point that everyTECHNOLOGY |
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body -- all the sailors -- get to experience this training, this
technology. It’s trying to get it to the point where it’s cost-effective not just to train everybody with that, but also to have
those training capabilities onboard all the ships. So when I’m
deployed, maybe it’s part of my regular routine – whether it’s
once a week or once a month or twice a year.
I think about virtual prototyping and designing something
new. In a lot of cases, some of our manufacturing clients, it’s
part of their workflow, they don’t create any physical prototypes. They do it all virtually. And even if they don’t do it all
virtually, they’re creating far fewer physical prototypes, which
saves them a tremendous amount of money. And it also saves
them a tremendous amount of time [in] their design cycles. In
many cases they have this capability technology in their design
studio or their design locations. They don’t have the technology in place out in their manufacturing areas. And so that’d
be another example where ... it’s easier and more efficient to
deploy more locations, because in many cases the people who
really have the best ideas ... can really complement and improve a product. ... We’re trying to make it so we can get that
capability into their hands, so they can provide the feedback to
the designers and the engineers to create even better products
and things not just for business but also for consumers.
WHEN YOU’RE TALKING ABOUT THIS TYPE OF
TECHNOLOGY AND YOUR WORK WITH THE FORTUNE 500 OR FORTUNE 100 COMPANIES, PEOPLE
DON’T ALWAYS IMMEDIATELY ASSUME THIS VIRTUAL REALITY COMPANY IS BASED IN MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA. SO WHAT ARE SOME OF BOTH THE
OPPORTUNITIES AND THE CHALLENGES OF YOUR
LOCATION?
We’re thrilled to be in Iowa. Some of the biggest advantages in Iowa are the people. We’re kind of lucky, we do work
all over the world and we have offices all over the place, but
our corporate culture and our core values … were all based
upon our Iowa roots and having grown up here. I think that’s
really one of our biggest strengths. We’ve got great education
in the state. And we’re kind of centrally located between Iowa
State [University] and [the University of ] Iowa and we have
a good location in the state, which was great so we can draw
upon talent. Cost of living is low so the quality of life for our
teammates is tremendous. Marshalltown has been great for us.
From a standpoint of growth, they kind of let us do what we
do and help us out when they can.
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I think some of our biggest challenges are [that] most of
our clients are not in Iowa. But we’re doing more and more
work in Iowa, which is great because the technology we have
honestly can help every company in the state. ... I think one
of the challenges is our teams are always traveling, whether it’s
the state or flying around the world working on projects and
things. Another challenge is while we have great education,
just the sum of the numbers – unemployment’s at a record low,
which is great, but sometimes it is difficult to find some of the
talent that we need.
I grew up on a farm in north-central Iowa, which I
wouldn’t trade that experience for anything. But one of the
challenges we’ve got in the state is access to rural broadband.
It’s getting better, which is great. But we have some really talented teammates that like to live in the country, and the places
that they [live in] don’t have good access [to broadband].
It has been tremendous for our company and our teammates
that we call a lot of people back into the state, which is great.
People grow up in the state, and they feel like they want to get
away somewhere else. They get to the point where they realize
it’s maybe not all it’s cut out to be, and they start having a family
and they want to come home. We’ve been excited to be able to
have some of those higher-rate terminals for technology jobs to
pull [people] back. We take great, great pride in that.
LOW UNEMPLOYMENT IS REALLY AFFECTING
BASICALLY EVERY INDUSTRY, BUT SPECIFICALLY
THE TECH WORKFORCE BECAUSE THIS IS STILL
SUCH A NEW FIELD. WHAT DO YOU THINK NEEDS
TO BE DONE IN THE EDUCATION SYSTEM TO HELP
INCREASE THE TECH WORKFORCE?
Editor’s note: This question was asked during the pre-pandemic
economic environment.
Anything you want someone to embrace, enjoy, be good at
and be passionate about -- the sooner you can get them started,
the better. We have a lot of outreach programs where we’ve
worked hard to repurpose technology that some of our clients
aren’t utilizing anymore into some of the school systems. And
we’ve done that a lot of different places where we have offices,
not just in Iowa but outside of Iowa, and even internationally.
The sooner you get kids engaged and involved with it, the
better. I really do believe as we get better tools that are able to
create content training materials easier, and a hardware that’s
more cost-effective, we can actually introduce the technology
into the classroom. Students not only just learn with it, but
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can actually start creating content on their own.
Seventy-five percent of our workforce in 2023, I read,
they’re going to be millennials. I’m just excited. It’s folks who
have grown up with the technology and want to utilize it to
solve problems. That’s important not just in the state, but, I
think, globally. ... As a business you need to be implementing
some of this technology to help you innovate faster and disrupt
your industries to be competitive. As a country and the state
we need to do the exact same thing. We do a lot of international business, and when I travel internationally, other countries
are doing this. They are well ahead of the United States with
regards to implementing the technology earlier, whether it’s
in the classroom or training, but then also the businesses. It
is something that hopefully more and more people are taking
seriously and we actually make some more investments to stay
ahead of the curve.
ANY COMPANY THAT’S INTERESTED IN INNOVATING, WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR THEM TO
GET STARTED?
You can get started very rapidly. I guarantee you, you have
someone in your organization today that has interest, that is
willing to spend a little bit extra time doing some testing and
playing around with it. I think one of the biggest challenges is
people seem to be like “Man, that’s overwhelming. I don’t even
know how to do it. You know I don’t have these millions of dollars and I don’t have people just sitting around, trying to burn
time.” I think a lot of companies kind of block themselves from
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that regard. I think the advice is just trying. There are so many
examples of things that you can try to give you some ideas. And
then, you know, obviously call Mechdyne and we will help you.
But it’s time to try it. It doesn’t have to be a big investment to
start; you can get a couple little wins. Demonstrate those things
to some of your decision-makers, you’ll get more time and you’ll
get more money because the return on investments that our
clients experience is mind-boggling.
It can really save you a ton of time, and your time is the
one resource that isn’t renewable, right? So it can really have a
huge impact. … We all have a mobile phone. There’s all kinds
of augmented reality applications for your mobile phone that
you can download and try. You know everybody seems to love
Ikea. Download the app on your phone; it has an augmented
reality module and so you can view their furniture in your
house. Just try the app and see what it looks like. And then
just jump in and give it a shot. … There’s someone within your
organization that would, if you ask them, ‘Hey, can you spend
a couple hours a week or the next couple months digging into
this?” They’re going to be thrilled. They’ve been wanting to try
it; they just either haven’t brought it up or thought it’d be too
expensive. So there’s all kinds of ways to get started.
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FACEBOOK - ALTOONA
WHERE: 100 Share Way N.W., Altoona
BUILT: 2013-2014
TOUR GUIDES:
Brice Towns, director of site operations at
Altoona Data Center
Matt Sexton, community development regional manager
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FACEBOOK – ALTOONA
ALTOONA HOUSES THE SERVERS THAT KEEP A GLOBAL
GAME CHANGER POWERED
By Kate Hayden

In Altoona, one of the widest-reaching corporations in daily life relies on a team
of about 400 to keep basic functions of the Facebook social media empire running.
“Anywhere in the world that you are that you wish to engage and connect
with family and friends, this is where it actually happens,” said Brice Towns,
director of site operations in Altoona. “This is where you are coming to, whether
that’s [on] Messenger or through your Facebook feed to post something, or post
photos. This is where it’s happening.”
The following is a Q&A with Towns and Matt Sexton, community development regional manager.
HOW BIG IS THE ALTOONA CAMPUS?
TOWNS: On the campus itself is 2.5 million square feet … there’s a million
square feet that’s under construction.
SEXTON: Each one of these [centers] is about half a million square feet,
400 yards long. The expansion that we announced in May for two new buildings
is another H, so it’s another million square feet.
They kind of lied to Brice. They said when he got here that there would be
one building and he’d be responsible for it, and now he’s looking down the barrel
at eight.
TOWNS: Building One started construction back in 2013.
SEXTON: Eventually, the company adopted this H-style with the administrative space in the middle because the teams were kind of spread out. So now
[in all buildings] we have this one admin space, flanked by two of these [data
server] halls.
To keep it all going, there’s over 400 full-time jobs supported on campus -with the expansion, hiring has cranked up as well. Each of these buildings needs
a certain amount of people just to maintain.
That number is completely separate from the construction number and our
partnership with Turner. This summer, you would see peak construction activity
-- we could see between 1,300 and 1,400 construction workers on-site a day.
It’s a tight labor market, so we do everything we can to make sure this is the
best [Facebook] site.
We helped design and install a digital class [at Des Moines Area Community
College’s Ankeny campus] to give them capabilities mostly for their more rural
[students], to be able to utilize the expertise of the kind at the Ankeny campus.
… We’re always working with them to identify opportunities for students to
come shadow.
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WHAT ARE THE ALTOONA TEAMS WORKING ON
FOR FACEBOOK?
TOWNS: This is truly where the rubber meets the road
when you launch the application, and when you are visiting
any one of our family of apps. When you are engaging with
Facebook … this is where all of the data actually lives.
Think of it more [like] the foundational work that we’re
doing here … the application development happens in other
offices around the world.
A lot of people are coming from a computer science background and have either focused on hardware or software. We
don’t really specifically look for one type of person -- we are
trying to solve a big problem, and there are a myriad of people
that can come in and help us move that along. It can vary.
Even with the systems that we are supporting, we are getting
people that were trades persons in the field, people that have
an electrical engineering background, or a mechanical engineering background, or spent 10 to 20 years in the trades. …
We’re looking for people that are big thinkers, people that are
willing to come in and solve big, gray, gnarly problems. That
can be a background of anything, really. I would say there’s no
cookie-cutter ideal of what an employee here looks like.
An apprenticeship would kind of probably be the closest
thing to it. … There is a really structured process that you go
through even from day one.
Everybody’s first day is in California [at Facebook’s Menlo
Park campus]. You get your phone and your laptop and our
general training, then you come to wherever you’re based all
over the world and work with your direct management.
HOW MANY SERVERS ARE YOU MAINTAINING?

SEXTON: To compound the efficiency, instead of a
heating system, we can recirculate the heat that’s generated by
the servers.
TOWNS: These are not your traditional type of server. So
what we’ve done is really stripped out all of the vanity or all of the
nonessential elements that we don’t need for these particulars.
SEXTON: These are essentially open-source hardware
-- it’s called the Open Compute Project. So when Facebook
looked at building their own data centers and the OEM [original equipment manufacturer] parts in the plastic housing, the
things that they needed to rip off and make these run as legally
and as efficiently as possible -- instead of keeping it proprietary, [they] opened it up to the rest of the world … that’s all
available at the Open Compute Project.
WHAT IS FACEBOOK DOING TO REACH OUT TO
THE COMMUNITY?
SEXTON: One of my favorites is our Community Action
Grants program. We open the window in the fall and we award
in the spring -- we have a big ceremony on the site and usually
between 10 and 15 awards are given on an annual basis. Last
year was exciting because for the first time since we’ve opened,
we’ve eclipsed over $1 million in charitable contributions back
to east Polk County.
Obviously a common cast of characters are the school
districts, Bondurant-Farrar and Southeast Polk. We also work
with the Science [Center of Iowa], the Altoona Historical Society and things like that to really support projects that enhance
the vitality of east Polk County and remind folks that this is
our home. I’ve lived in Altoona for half a decade now, and to
see firsthand the positive contributions adopting a world-class
facility -- it’s just incredible to not have to move farther than
10 miles away from where I went to elementary school.

PHOTO BY DUANE TINKEY

SEXTON: Over hundreds of thousands. We are in a constant life cycle of bringing in new [servers] and refreshing, and
it’s constantly changing.
The first building is now old enough … where we’re
taking the servers out and putting in a new technology. These
projects exist in perpetuity when you try and keep up with the
cutting-edge technology.

TOWNS: A lot of times people ask, “Why Iowa?” … A
typical data center would be turning out conventional, commercialized types of infrastructure to keep this environment
cool, much like your air conditioner at home. Here in Iowa we
are essentially using our own free cool outside air to develop
the environment that you feel.

The Altoona center buildings host ‘hundreds of thousands’ of servers for Facebook, Matt Sexton says.
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STANLEY CONSULTANTS

FUTURE PROOFING YOUR OPERATIONS
WITH GREEN DESIGN
Facilities are constantly looking for ways
to future-proof their operations in a costeffective manner. One piece of this resiliency
planning should be the incorporation of
more sustainable engineering solutions into
your regulatory compliance toolbox.
Implementing sustainable engineering
concepts might seem difficult at first
glance – it is not just “the way things have
been done.” Natural solutions to manmade problems require creativity, planning
and outside-the-box thinking. But when
done properly, these projects can provide
cost-effective solutions to facility needs,
as well as future-proof your facility against
regulatory uncertainty.
Regardless of short-term political
changes, the long-term outlook suggests
society is becoming more aware of the need
to be better stewards of our resources. This
will in turn lead to a gradual strengthening of
societal and regulatory pressures for clean
land, air and water.
As an example, the public is becoming
more focused on the ecological footprint
that nutrient discharges have on our aquatic
ecosystems. From growing concerns of the
massive dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico,
to the toxic algae blooms that threaten our
public drinking water supplies, regulatory
agencies are steadily reducing the amount of

Kjrsten Bobb, P.E.
Principal Environmental Engineer
225 Iowa Ave, Muscatine, IA 52761
563.264.6497

special advertsing section // water quality & environment

nitrogen and phosphorus allowed
to be discharged by wastewater
and stormwater activities.
A second example is proposed
changes to the United States
Environmental Protection Agency’s
Stormwater Multi Sector General
Permit. The changes, which will
eventually spread to individual state
permit programs, include much
tighter limits in the form of pollutant
benchmarks and enforcement
for industrial stormwater runoff
quality. Some of the benchmarks
within the proposed changes may
be difficult for facilities to achieve
through normal good housekeeping
practices. Many facilities will be
pushed into expensive stormwater
treatment systems if they don’t start
planning for more cost-effective
solutions now.
Green engineering improvements
such as engineered wetlands, if
installed at an individual discharger’s
facility, could prove to be a very costeffective solution to the stormwater
quality and nutrient issues. Additional
benefits include habitat restoration,
wetlands mitigation, ﬂood reduction,
potential for credits for wetlands
mitigation, stream restoration and
carbon sequestration.
The State of Iowa has been
developing tools to allow facilities
to pursue improvements within
their watersheds to combat the

nutrients
problem.
Facilities
can work with municipalities,
watershed associations, or individual
landowners to implement a range of
ecosystem improvements designed
to absorb nutrients.
These reductions can then be
registered for credits which can in
turn be used for compliance with the
facility’s nutrient reduction targets
found in their NPDES permit. Properly
designed ecosystem engineering
solutions can deliver the same
nutrient reductions as conventional
wastewater treatment technologies,
but for pennies on the dollar.
For more information on
how Stanley Consultants can
help
you
future-proof
your
facility, contact us through our
website
www.stanleygroup.com,
or contact Kjrsten Bobb directly at
BobbKjrsten@stanleygroup.com.

“

According to EPA studies,
it costs in the range of
$1- to $10 per gallon of
daily design capacity to
construct improvements
to remove nitrogen and
$5- to $10 per gallon of
daily design capacity to
remove phosphorus.
The costs for addressing
nutrients through nonpoint source reductions
are estimated to cost
between 10- and 25
percent of conventional
treatment per pound of
nutrient removed.

”

TYLER MARSHALL, P.E.

Environmental Technical Lead
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ISG
CONNECTING COMMUNITIES TO WATER RESOURCES:

CORNERSTONE FOR REVITALIZATION + RESILIENCY
Water connects us. It connects us
to people and places. ISG partners with
cities and towns throughout Iowa and
the Midwest to recognize the economic
and quality of life value vibrant riverfronts
provide communities. Working with local
partners, ISG provides opportunities to
reconnect urban and rural communities to
their shared water resources.
“Whether it’s working to develop
water trails that help strengthen the rural
economy, to partnering with landowners on
wetland restorations and integrating green
infrastructure as part of urban stormwater
solutions, the team at ISG understands
how the connection to water can serve
as a catalyst for reinvesting in our historic
downtowns, creating resilient communities,
and supporting enhanced quality of life,”
states Staci Williams, Water Resources and
Community Engagement Lead.
Enhancing flood resiliency and improving
water quality in our cities and towns takes
significant investment and community
support. Integrating these initiatives with
larger revitalization efforts has the power
to provide mutually beneficial solutions
that further water quality goals, while also
enhancing the local economy and creating
inviting public spaces.
Find out how ISG can help connect your
community to area water resources!
• Encouraging Recreation + Healthy Lifestyles
• Protect + Conserve Natural Resources
• Revitalize Community + Improve
Quality of Life
• Generate Revenue Opportunities

508 East Locust Street
Des Moines, IA 50309
515-243-9143

WATER QUALITY
SPECIALISTS
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENTISTS
CIVIL AND WATER/
WASTEWATER
ENGINEERS
LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTS
PLANNERS AND
ADVOCATES
HOLISTIC PARTNER
FOR SUCCESS

ISGInc.com

Check it out! Des Moines
Water Trails Visualization
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INNOVATION DISCUSSION
HOW WILL GENE EDITING
INFLUENCE AGRICULTURE?
WE SAT DOWN WITH EXPERTS FROM IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY AND CORTEVA
AGRISCIENCE TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THIS DEVELOPING SUITE OF TOOLS
By Kate Hayden

Gene editing technology has an untapped potential to
influence the agricultural industry -- from drought and insect resistance to nutrient supplementation and a range of other benefits,
the tools unlock potential that many academics, businesses and
consumers are only beginning to understand.
The Business Record met with Carmen Bain, rural sociologist
at the department of sociology at Iowa State University, and Cory
Christiansen, technical program leader in the seed business platform at Corteva Agriscience, to understand the building blocks
of what gene editing is, how it might affect agricultural producers
and what consumers need to know to feel informed. Take a look
at some of the highlights of our hourlong conversation, and find
the full-length accompanying podcast with our conversation at
www.innovationia.com.
HOW DO YOU INTRODUCE GENOME EDITING TO
NEWCOMERS?
CHRISTIANSEN: Genome editing is in the context of the
history of mankind being able to use plants and animals. In every
generation, a natural variation occurs in DNA. Those are called
mutations -- it’s kind of a scary word, but a mutation just means
one of those letters [in the genome], A, G, C or T, has changed.
For the last couple of decades we’ve had tremendous abilities
to peer into the DNA sequence of plants. It used to cost tens
of millions of dollars, and take multiple years, to sequence the
genome of a living organism. Now we can sequence genomes for
thousands of dollars in a matter of weeks. … We can look and
compare varieties, we can say, “Here’s what the changes that were
made that allowed these particular beneficial characteristics to
occur.” What genome editing allows us to do now is use that information to go into the genome and make very specific changes
based on this knowledge that we have.
BAIN: When you talk to scientists, they give you a much deeper,
broader understanding of what gene editing is. I think one of the
concerns coming up among some folks that I talk to is that in the
media we tend to oversimplify what gene editing is, and so people
can walk away thinking it’s this one technique that’s really simple
and precise. … What Cory is conveying is that it’s a range of tech-
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nologies, and it can range from something fairly straightforward
to something quite complex. I think one of the challenges moving
forward is how we engage in some of those conversations.
WHAT ARE THE TECHNIQUES WE USE IN GENE
EDITING?
CHRISTIANSEN: When we talk about genome editing, we’re
actually talking about a whole suite of different tools. There’s been
an evolution of those over the past couple of decades, and there
are a lot of really complex-sounding names that are out there, like
Meganucleases and TALEN and CRISPR.
The one that is gaining the most prominence … and that’s
actually getting into popular culture, you see it on the front page
of Newsweek and magazines, is CRISPR. That is an acronym that
describes how the sequences of genetic information were arranged
when they discovered in a bacterial species. It stands for clustered
regularly interspaced palindromic repeats, which is why we don’t
say that very often.
That has been understood and used in part for a couple of
decades, but just more recently starting in around 2012, when
some major universities -- UC Berkeley, Vilnius, Harvard, MIT
-- had discoveries in this space that found that particular tool was
going to be useful.
WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES OF USING GENE
EDITING TOOLS?
CHRISTIANSEN: Before you can make any change, you need
to understand the biology. There are a couple of parts to that. One
is, in sequencing, you need to know the sequence of the genome
you’re interested in editing, but another part of that is you need to
understand what the genes are and what they do.
For many decades the agricultural industry, academia and
researchers have been studying various pathways that control
functions in plants. Many of those pathways have to do with
disease tolerance, oil profiles, protein production, other aspects of
stress response. So you start to think, what are the challenges that
a producer is going to face in the field? Growing plants and trying
to have high-productivity plants growing in the field that are able

“The industry has to listen. They have to
think about what the different concerns
are -- sometimes these are value
concerns, sometimes these are social
concerns or concerns about regulation,
nothing to do with the science.”
Carmen Bain
have some specific products on the market, and that’s when you’ll
start to see greater awareness.
When we look at different stakeholder groups -- consumer,
environmental, agricultural groups -- there’s more awareness
among those folks, and they can play an important role when
educating the public and informing the public about gene editing.

to withstand the stresses, the nutrient deficiencies that already
exist. … There’s a whole other set of characteristics that have to do
with things that would be more consumer-oriented, like healthy
oils, higher-protein content, reducing antinutritional components
or allergens.
BAIN: What kinds of traits get developed, especially in the early
stages of commercializing different products, is viewed as really
important for consumer acceptance. One of the criticisms around
GMO [genetically modified organisms] was the kinds of products
that were produced [were] largely glyphosate-resistant soybean
and corn. The benefits largely accrued to the big biotech and seed
companies, or the large farmers. There really were no benefits
to consumers -- you could argue that it reduced the cost, but it
wasn’t a benefit that was immediately perceivable by consumers.
The hope here is that some of the earliest products that come
out will be products with traits that are recognizably beneficial to
different consumers.
Whether that happens or not is a different question, because
of course the biggest companies who are involved in developing
some of these products -- most of the work is targeted toward
commodity crops for farmers. … There’s a number of different
startups or nonprofit institutions who are doing work on products
that could have a perceivable benefit for consumers but also benefits for smallholder farmers in developing countries, if you could
develop drought-resistant rice.
DO CONSUMER STAKEHOLDERS TRULY
UNDERSTAND WHAT THIS TECHNOLOGY DOES?
BAIN: There is some growing understanding, but it’s still very
small. Our expectation is that it will remain fairly low until you

CHRISTIANSEN: At Corteva our primary customers are
producers, so we deal with a lot of commodity crops -- corn,
soybean, cotton, canola, sunflower. … But we’ve tried to reach
out, interact, let people know that this technology is coming and
create public forums. We sponsored a conference called CRISPR Con, it’s like Comic Con but for CRISPR where a big cross
section of society could come together and have a discussion. One
of the things that is really important for people … is knowing that
others will be able to participate in the technology -- it’s not going
to be something that’s closely held. So Corteva was a company
that really early had secured the freedom to operate intellectual
property rights to some of these discoveries. … One thing that
we’ve done is we’ve made sure that anybody is able to access that
technology -- so we’re able to sublicense that to other companies,
and we’ve licensed that to competitors, small companies, big
companies, academics, anybody.
BAIN: What Cory is talking about is such an important issue.
One of the fundamental criticisms of GMOs was about who
controlled the technology, that they were just a tiny handful of
companies who had the resources to control the technology and
then were able to use it purely for their benefit.
In this case, [gene editing] technology itself facilitates greater
access by different stakeholders because it’s relatively easier and
cheaper and so forth. You also have the leadership of companies
like Corteva who have gone down this path of open licensing.
There are many folks who think this is going to be really important for facilitating public trust and public acceptance, because it is
going to allow not just the big companies, but the small startups,
universities, nonprofits, organizations working with poor farmers
in developing countries because they’re going to have the access to
that technology, which will allow them to develop traits.
WHAT WENT WRONG IN TERMS OF THE MESSAGING
AROUND GMO ADOPTION?
BAIN: Part of the issue was the sense that industry proponents
didn’t really listen to concerns that people had around the technology. There was very much the attitude around GMOs, which
BIOSCIENCE & AGRICULTURE |
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“It used to cost tens of millions of
dollars, and take multiple years, to
sequence the genome of a living
organism. Now we can sequence
genomes for thousands of dollars in a
matter of weeks.”
Cory Christiansen

was simply, “This is safe, there’s nothing wrong with it, and … the
people who don’t like GMOs are purely being unscientific.”
There was this approach -- it’s called the information deficit
model. The approach was that people just simply don’t understand
the science, they simply don’t have all the facts, and if we can just
get out and we tell them what the facts are, here’s the risks and
here’s the benefits, then they’ll accept it.
The problem is the information deficit model doesn’t work
for a couple of reasons. One is typically that people can have nonscientific concerns around a technology, which the information
deficit model doesn’t address. Also, that people’s fundamental concerns are often not about the technology but with whether they
trust the organization and the institutions who are developing the
technology and advocating and regulating on its behalf.
What we see today is much more self-reflection about how
can we have more of a dialogue so it’s not “You’re stupid, let me
tell you the facts.” The industry has to listen. They have to think
about what the different concerns are -- sometimes these are value
concerns, sometimes these are social concerns or concerns about
regulation, nothing to do with the science. How can we have that
kind of discussion with people?
IS THERE A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF THE LIMITS
OF WHAT GENE EDITING TECHNOLOGY CAN DO?
CHRISTIANSEN: It’s the very early days for the technology. I
think we’re understanding what the potential of it is. … You can’t
go in and make a change unless you know what change needs to
be made in order to produce the desired outcome. Provided we
can successfully navigate the next couple of years while we’re still
understanding it and the public is getting comfortable with it …
that potential will grow and grow because our understanding of
biology will continue to grow. It’ll be a preferred tool to produce
desirable biological outcomes if you have the knowledge.
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We have the idea that a genome is something that is static and
never changing, [but] these genomes are changing all the time. If
you look at a plant and its progeny or siblings, there’s going to be
many changes in the DNA. Every generation, new changes come
up … so when we’re doing genome editing, are we doing anything
that’s really far out of the range of things that can occur naturally?
For the most part, no, we’re not. We do a lot of testing anytime
we make a product to make multiple generations, we grow it in
thousands of locations to make sure the performance is what we
expect.
It’s distinct from GMOs. … When we talk about GMOs,
what we’re referring to is taking a gene from one species and
putting it in another, typically a bacterium. In the case of many
of the products that are GMO products on the market today,
they’re herbicide-tolerant, or [have] insect control traits. … When
it comes to genome editing, what we’re typically talking about
doing is making changes within the genome of a plant that are
consistent with the kinds of things you could see if you looked at
cross genomes of that same species.
WHAT DO YOU THINK WILL HAPPEN IN THIS FIELD
IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS?
CHRISTIANSEN: I think there’s a sense by many parties …
where this is going to be so powerful, so important, so useful that
we have to get this right.
The challenge never goes away -- you always have to be
thinking about how are we benefiting society -- so you can’t lose
sight of that. I am optimistic that we will get there, and we will
be able to use this technology even if some of the applications are
foreclosed because of regulatory considerations. This technology is
too important -- it’ll be used in academia, it’ll be used somewhere,
it will produce really valuable things.
BAIN: I think to help deliver that vision we have to respect that
we live in a pluralistic society, and what some people view as being
official, the best thing since sliced bread … not everyone will
view it as that. We have to respect those people who decide not to
choose that technology, or choose to opt out. I don’t think we’ve
had that discussion yet, and I think it’s going to be an important
discussion moving forward -- how do we respect those groups of
people who go, “Thanks, but no thanks.”

“IDT’s connection to IowaBio has fostered
greater visibility and exposure to the
thriving biotech industry and those who
support it in and outside of Iowa.”
Todd McManus, General Counsel, Integrated DNA Technologies

“IowaBio has been instrumental in educating
policymakers about the biotech industry.”
Abby Parta, Director of Government Affairs and Public Policy,
Vertex Pharmaceuticals

IowaBio represents more than 100 members
spanning across the state, who are vested
in Iowa’s biotech industry.

515-327-9156 | iowabio.org

“The interactions and advice that
University of Iowa faculty entrepreneurs
receive at IowaBio’s Partnering for Growth
showcase helps them turn their research
discoveries into products that can change
the face of healthcare worldwide.”
Marie Kerbeshian, Assistant Vice President and Executive
Director, University of Iowa Research Foundation

INNOVATIVE PLACE

GROSS-WEN TECHNOLOGIES
WHERE: 404 Main St., Slater
BUILT: 2014
TOUR GUIDES:
Martin Gross, president, and Zhiyou Wen, CTO
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GROSS-WEN TECHNOLOGIES
AT HOME IN SLATER, GROSS-WEN SEES THE FUTURE OF
WATER TREATMENT IN ALGAE
By Kate Hayden
WHY WAS GROSS-WEN TECHNOLOGIES FOUNDED?
MARTIN GROSS: At the time, myself and my other
co-founder, Dr. Zhiyou Wen, were at [Iowa State University].
I was getting my Ph.D. and he was my professor at that time.
We invented this algae growing system -- at that time we were
looking to use algae to produce biofuels. … We found the algae system that we developed was really good at cleaning water.
So we kind of pivoted at that point and instead of producing
algae to make biofuels, we decided to make use of this algae
growing system to clean water.
We were probably working on it for about two years
trying to maximize the growth of the algae at that time. …

We met with a group out of Chicago, and they were actually
[with] the city of Chicago’s wastewater treatment, looking for
algae systems that they thought could be used for wastewater
treatment.
They found our system and [said], “Have you done wastewater?” We said no, and they said, “Well, you probably ought
to.” They funded us, and that’s how we got into wastewater
-- the city of Chicago, which is a world leader in wastewater
treatment, came and selected us. We’ve been working with
them [since] 2015. … We have an active demonstration facility
there. They’re currently helping us develop it to be suited for
wastewater treatment of large municipalities like them.

WE BRING
LEARNING

TO LIFE.

Support innovation by investing in the Science Center of
Iowa. Each year, we bring learning to life for more than
300,000 people across the state of Iowa and beyond.

SCIOWA.ORG
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WHY IS YOUR TECHNOLOGY THE MOST SUSTAINABLE OR EFFICIENT?
There’s a lot of pressure on anyone that’s releasing nitrogen
and phosphorus in the environment, because nitrogen and
phosphorus is polluting the environment -- it’s causing this
hypoxic zone in the Gulf Coast. … It comes from agriculture,
but it also comes from municipalities -- both cities and rural are
contributing to nitrogen phosphorus pollution. It is really hard
to tell a farmer [with] all their acres spread out, “Catch that
water and clean it.”
What’s a lot easier is municipalities and wastewater
treatment plants, [which] have a pipe that goes into the river.
That pipe is called a point source -- you can actually treat
that point source and remove nitrogen phosphorus. … That’s Gross-Wen Technologies in Slater.
where a lot of regulation has come in. These new permits are
telling these communities that [their] current infrastructure is
not satisfactory … and this need for an upgrade is creating a
market for our technology.
Our innovation is an algae-growing system with vertical
belts that have algae growing on them. … When algae grows,
it removes nitrogen and phosphorus from the water, [and] it
takes carbon dioxide [CO2] out of the atmosphere. Algae needs
water, sunlight, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and phosphorus to
grow. We don’t want nitrogen and phosphorus in the water, we
don’t want CO2 in the atmosphere.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY MARTIN GROSS

INNOVATION PLACE

The bottom line.
Make your business great.

A successful business needs a sound credit program
to meet short-term challenges and long-term goals.
We will work with you to develop a credit program
that is individualized and innovative. We have a
solution that’s right for you.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operating Lines of Credit
Equipment Financing
Real Estate Loans
Interim Construction Loans
Letters of Credit
Small Business Loans
Treasury Management Products

Clive: 10101 University Ave. • 515.223.1607
Find more great locations at GreatWesternBank.com

©2020, Great Western Bank
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INNOVATION PLACE
We harvest the algae, scrape it off of our belts, and now we
have this algae product that has carbon in it. … We take that
algae product and pelletize it. We have profits from the fertilizer, but our major value driver is water treatment -- the majority
of our revenue comes from selling a piece of technology to our
customer, and then we do also provide an off-take agreement
for the algae that’s produced. We process, market and sell the
algae, primarily to the turf industry.
HOW DID YOU TRANSITION TO SERVING SMALL
TOWNS?

We’ve deployed seven pilots for demonstration facilities in
the past three years -- about $1.7 million in revenue from the
pilots and demonstrations. So we are not pre-revenue, but
we haven’t installed the system to meet a permit, and that’s a
commercial system. A demonstration facility might be just as
big when it’s installed, but it’s not technically designed to meet
a permit.
Our [Slater] facility is installed at the city’s wastewater plant;
we divert all of the city’s flow through our facility and treat it.
The city of Slater has a flow of about 1 million gallons per day.
The sales cycle is about four years, from the time of first contact to an installed system. We’re actually at the end of our first
sale, which is the city of Slater.
We have 13 full-time people. Payroll-wise, we started maybe
$20,000 a year in 2016 to today, about a million dollars a year
in payroll.
WHY ARE YOU IN SLATER?
The city of Slater had already selected our technology to
move forward -- we decided to build our first demonstration facility here. … One day they said, “Hey, you guys want to move
to Slater?” They showed us this building, and it’s run-down
completely -- basically had a good wall over here and a good
wall over there, and there’s nothing inside that was useful. I said
somewhat jokingly we’d buy it for $1, contingent on us winning
the [Iowa Economic Development Authority] Catalyst Award
[for renovating commercial community buildings].

PHOTO PROVIDED BY MARTIN GROSS

We saw an opportunity here in the state of Iowa -- there
are many, many rural towns that are needing to upgrade their
wastewater treatment plants.
Through our network, people came to us and said, “Can
you use algae to clean small cities’ wastewater?” We did some
testing in Dallas Center during my Ph.D. work and got some
really good results. … When I graduated is when we really
started focusing on the businesses. [In 2016] we had gotten
our good data in the small communities, and we went and
raised some funding to try to take our technology from academic technology to commercially viable technology.
We won three USDA [Small Business Innovation Research] grants totaling over $100,000 in grant money. … We
raised a small angel round [$250,000], and then raised over $2
million from Doerfer, who is our manufacturing partner now.

HOW BIG IS THE COMPANY?

A demonstration facility installed by Gross-Wen Technologies.
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FOR A BETTER IOWA

BIODIESEL — GOOD FOR THE
ECONOMY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Iowa-based Renewable Energy Group is North America’s
#1 producer of biodiesel, a fuel that can cut your emissions
today while boosting your bottom line year-round. By
continuously working toward the audacious goal of
changing the world, REG employees in Iowa and
around the world drive fuel forward.

Explore job openings at regi.com/careers
and help us push fuel forward.
(844) 405-0160 | regi.com

© 2020 Renewable Energy Group, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

INNOVATION PLACE

We ended up winning that [$100,000] grant, they executed the deal and gave us the money to take this useless eyesore
in the middle of downtown and renovate it.
Slater is in a good spot because they’re positioned between
Ames and Des Moines, so they have some ability to grow. They
have an interest to build their downtown into a nice, smalltown downtown, and I think what we did has really kick-started that. After we renovated this building, we heard from the
city the other day that they sold one of the empty lofts, and
they’re going to build a two-story loft apartment with a storefront. It seems like this grant actually did what it was supposed
to, which was to catalyze this relatively small town.
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE HAPPEN IN 2020?

Martin Gross

Co-founder,
Gross-Wen Technologies

SUBMITTED PHOTO

What I expect is that we’ll be beginning construction on
our first commercial facility this year. … That’s going to be a
big milestone for us, especially with that long sales cycle that
we’ve been working on.
We’re selling to municipalities, who naturally are conservative on the technologies and the way that they do things.
We’re a new, innovative approach to treating water, and there’s
challenges with deploying in this market because of that.

“It seems like this grant actually
did what it was supposed to,
which was to catalyze this
relatively small town.”

Gross-Wen Technologies specializes in algae treatment.
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THE FUTURE OF ELECTRICAL TRADES
IOWA LAKES COMMUNITY COLLEGE OFFERS
NEW LOW VOLTAGE PROGRAM

SUBMITTED PHOTO

By Emily Barske

Electrical trades have advanced significantly along
with the advancement of technology. No longer are
electrical technicians only needed for the “big jobs” –
or high voltage work – like power lines and generators, but nearly all pieces of smart technology and
automation require technicians to have low voltage
knowledge.
In 2000, Electrical Contractor magazine reported
on the rise of low voltage technology: “The $15 billion
security industry is a global power that continues to
Jolene Rogers
draw interest from investors in the United States and
abroad.” Now, two decades later, security services in
the U.S. are estimated to be double that size and the global security market size
is anticipated to reach $167.12 billion by 2025, according to a report by business intelligence firm Grand View Research Inc.
Security services make up just one segment of low voltage technology. Beyond security, low voltage technicians work in smart house technology, solar and
robotics career fields. The vending machine that has a credit card reader? Low
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voltage technicians work with those. The air conditioning
unit you can program to be at certain temperatures on a
schedule or the Wi-Fi in your home? Low voltage technicians work with those. And the technology that businesses
use to do work often requires that expertise, too.
Much like other areas of technology, business and
consumers have driven demand while specialized low
voltage training has lagged behind. The need for training
is one Iowa Lakes Community College has recognized for
a while after many interactions with local employers. This
summer, the community college will launch its first low
voltage program.
“Low voltage is a growing industry that’s not getting
back-fed with training,” said Gary Schmidt, industry training programmer at Iowa Lakes.
Of course, like any industry, community colleges have
been affected by closures and changes due to the coronavirus. Jolene Rogers, executive director of community and
business relations at Iowa Lakes, said the program is still
planned to go on this summer but will have low enrollment
numbers and physical distancing.
The program will serve as both an enhancement for
technicians already in the field and a way into the industry for others. Anyone working with 50 volts or less is not
required to have an electrician license in Iowa. The program
is also eligible through the Iowa Department of Education’s
GAP Tuition Assistance Program, which provides funding
to community colleges for need-based tuition assistance to
applicants to enable completion of continuing education
certificate training programs for in-demand occupations.
The work to establish what will be included in the program is difficult for leaders because of the evolving nature of
the industry.

QUICK FACTS ON U.S. ELECTRICIANS
2019 median pay

Job outlook, 2018 to 2028

Typical entry-level education

Employment change, 20182028 74,100

$56,180 per year, $27.01 per hour

High school diploma or equivalent

Number of jobs in 2018
715,400
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10% gain (faster than average)

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics

BUILDING
INNOVATION
Applying cutting edge technology to reduce cost, improve quality
and get clients into their facilities faster.

Mechanical | Sheet Metal | Electrical | Automation | Fire Alarm | Security | Service

Iowa’s premier full-service commercial and industrial specialty contractor
Des Moines | Cedar Rapids | Quad Cities | 855.262.4000 | thebakergroup.com
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“The challenge with our certificate will be on where we
end our training,” Schmidt said. “There are [low voltage]
jobs that don’t exist now that will in two or three years.”
Careers in the area are so new that they often aren’t
mentioned in classrooms. But the need is “always reinforced
by area businesses,” Rogers said. The program also gives
employers a new avenue for their employees who want to
continue moving up, which they believe will help with
retention and workforce development.
“When employees come to work [with an area employer], they will feel welcomed and valued because we’re investing in training,” Rogers said about the program’s ability to
help employers with retention.
The training will also allow employees to find innovations within their companies and the specific technological
upgrades they hope to make, Schmidt said. The applications
of low voltage education are far and wide.
“Appliance people are ahead of the curve,” Schmidt said.
“All appliances have a smart chip so it sends a signal back
anywhere – freezers, furnaces, etc. … You can monitor the
temperature in a [computer] server room to keep computers
cool.”
The program is also necessary for another reason,
Schmidt said: the gray wave. While the average age of a U.S.
electrician is 41, many in the trade are in their late 50s and
will retire soon, he said. “Who’s going to work on anything
low voltage if we don’t do some training?”
“Our job is to be responsive,” Rogers said. The Iowa
Lakes leaders know the program is new, however, and will
make adjustments as they go along. “We know we don’t have
all the answers, but we’re listening.”

“When employees come to
work [with an area employer],
they will feel welcomed
and valued because we’re
investing in training.”
Jolene Rogers

executive director of community
and business relations, Iowa Lakes
Community College

FUTURE READY IOWA ALIGNMENT

50%
are f
onl

Jobs within the electrical field are considered high-demand jobs by Future
Ready Iowa. In December Gov. Kim Reynolds’ announced that Interstates
Construction Services Inc. in Sioux Center would receive a grant from the
Employer Innovation Fund.
“Interstates will convert existing electrical apprenticeship training materials to Spanish as well as offer ‘English as a Second Language’ classes,”
according to the governor’s office. “Currently, the apprenticeship program
and journeyman’s electrical license exam are available only in English. This
will provide a pathway to Interstates Registered Apprenticeship program
for employees for whom English is not their first language.”
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EMC INSURANCE
Corteva Agriscience™
innovationLEADER of the Year

EMC Insurance Cos. means business when it comes to
innovation. That’s why it’s one of the company’s values, widely
recognized by individuals at all levels of the company. The
company is the Business Record’s 2020 Corteva Agriscience
innovationLEADER Award recipient and answered the following
questions in recognition of the award. Learn more about the
company’s efforts in a profile story in the insurance chapter of
this magazine.
In what ways does your company instill the value of
innovation with each EMC employee?
To start, innovation is one of our five EMC values, which
are the beliefs that guide and shape our corporate culture. We’re
building and fostering a culture of innovation that will drive
industry-leading work as we engage our entire organization in
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BY EMILY BARSKE

the innovation journey. Innovation is continually woven into
our communications with team members and agents. And EMC
has regular internal events where we discuss innovation, while
also offering our team members opportunities to participate
in innovation via our pop-up innovation labs, idea submission
contests, insurtech pitches and more.
Can you describe your efforts to ensure innovation
collaboration between business units?
Inter-department collaboration is ingrained in our approach.
A few examples include:
• Our Emerging Issues and Trends Councils are crossfunctional teams that discuss and research emerging trends to
identify opportunities for business value, recommend uses for
technology, and monitor marketplace activity.

• All team members are encouraged to apply to participate in
pop-up innovation labs, regardless of department or location. These
labs are designed to inspire and educate leaders and team members
about new, emerging technologies.
• Our business unit leaders -- not our innovation team leaders
-- serve on the boards and advisory councils of our insurtech
investment companies. Our goal is to drive real business value and
solve real business problems with our insurtech initiatives, so our
business unit leaders are involved from the start.
What are some of the results you’ve seen from the pop-up
innovation labs that will affect what the company does
going forward?
Interestingly, two pieces of our innovation work paid real
dividends during the COVID-19 outbreak. First, EMC was
better able to respond because we had done an innovation lab in
October 2019 about “workplace of the future.” This event explored
workplace design, workspace trends (like remote working), and
technologies, and we were better prepared for our large-scale remote
working deployment because of it.
Second, we engaged Matterport, a 3D data platform, at our
first lab on augmented reality/virtual reality. EMC then became
the first insurance carrier to buy Matterport’s 3D cameras. We
were proud to be able to step in and use that technology to do
virtual tours of the Des Moines Art Center’s collection during its
COVID-19 shutdown that could be offered via its website.

Are there any exciting efforts in the pipeline?
Always! But due to nondisclosure agreements we can’t talk about
all of them. To give you a sense of the scope of our insurtech efforts,
in 2019 we explored 92 new relationships and entered into six
commercial agreements. One item that has been in our pipeline for
more than two years and is worth noting is our collaboration with
MākuSafe, which is officially deploying their production “workforce
wearables” in April. We are also doing some very interesting work
using a variety of IOT (internet of things) sensors to help our
policyholders mitigate or avoid major losses.
What do these efforts mean for your position in the
industry?
EMC markets its products and services solely through
partnerships with independent insurance agents and brokers.
While some insurance or insurtech companies are trying to
eliminate agents with direct sales to the consumer, we believe they
play a critical role in offering their expertise to ensure businesses
have the coverage they need. Many of our innovation efforts are
focused on how we can help our agents compete in this changing
marketplace – and our relationships are even stronger because of
that collaboration.
What advice do you have for other business leaders
looking to adapt their innovation strategies?
While it starts at the top – having executive support is critical –
real innovation can only happen when your organizational culture
supports it. Evolving our culture has engaged and empowered our
team members in so many wonderful and surprising ways. That
type of change doesn’t happen overnight. It takes leadership, it takes
investment and it takes an openness to new ways of doing things.

Corteva Agriscience™
innovationLEADER Award

Tim Glenn

Executive Vice
President & Chief
Commercial
Officer

Corteva Agriscience is a publicly traded, global pure-play
agriculture company that provides farmers around the world
with the most complete portfolio in the industry - including a
balanced and diverse mix of seed, crop protection and digital
solutions focused on maximizing productivity to enhance yield and
profitability. With some of the most recognized brands in agriculture
and an industry-leading product and technology pipeline well
positioned to drive growth, the company is committed to working
with stakeholders throughout the food system as it fulfills its promise
to enrich the lives of those who produce and those who consume,
ensuring progress for generations to come. More information can
be found at: http://www.corteva.com

Corteva Agriscience innovationLEADER |
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Iowa State University Ivy College of Business
innovationENTREPRENEUR of the Year

LISA SCHULTE MOORE
PROFESSOR DEVOTES CAREER TO
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE INNOVATIONS
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BY KATE HAYDEN
Iowa State’s Lisa Schulte Moore has dedicated her career
to innovations in sustainable agriculture – and she bears many
titles because of it. She is a professor of natural resource ecology
and management, the associate director of the Bioeconomy
Institute and director of the C-Change Center. She is the
Business Record’s 2020 Iowa State Ivy College of Business
innovationENTREPRENEUR Award recipient.
Schulte Moore helped develop a novel and strategic system
called Science-Based Trials of Rowcrops Integrated with Prairie
Strips using the integration of prairie strips into a landscape
defined by row crops of corn and beans. Research by the
STRIPS team has documented that converting as little as 10%
of the cropped area to prairie conservation strips reduced soil
loss by 95% and showed other significant results with nutrient
reduction, which helps with challenges such as water quality
issues. While prairie strips got their start with the STRIPS team
in Iowa, they can now be installed nationwide under the USDA
Conservation Reserve Program, a program with $2 billion in
annual expenditures.
“Lisa is passionate about pursuing market-based methods,
such that agriculture’s profitability and conservation goals can
be aligned,” her nominator wrote. “Current research focuses on
ways prairie strips and other strategically placed perennial cover
can return monetary and quality of life value to people. Lisa and
her team are currently researching the impact of replacing acres
that return low-to-negative profit on corn/soybean production
into perennial crops; the potential impacts of perennials on soil
renewal and potentially subsequent changes in land value; and
the value of nutrient retention, hunting leases, and bioenergy
and bioproduct development.”
In her career, Schulte Moore has looked for ways to meet
modern challenges. That’s why she developed a proposal for the
Consortium for Cultivating Human And Naturally reGenerative
Enterprises, or C-CHANGE. Lisa and her C-CHANGE team
were awarded an ISU Presidential Interdisciplinary Research
Award in 2018 in recognition of their impact and ability to
innovate moving forward.
“Declining rural population and infrastructure, climate
change and extreme flooding, soil loss and degradation,
nutrient loss and water quality impairment, pest control
and pest resistance, and declining wildlife and pollinator
populations compromise the viability of farms, as well as the
natural resources we all depend on,” her nominator wrote. “Lisa
understood these issues, and developed a proposal for a new
Center at ISU.”
Schulte Moore gave us some insight into her work in
innovation.

WHAT DRIVES YOU TO BE INNOVATIVE?
I can’t help it -- I’m cursed. People like me are amusingly
known within my family to have the “Schulte Curse.” The
“curse” part comes in because the “normal” family members
have to deal with our passions more than they would probably
prefer. Even as a child, I’d hear people use the words “creative”
and “driven” to describe me. I’m always thinking “what if …,”
“try this …,” and “how can this be better?” I’m also willing
to put in the work to make an idea become reality. As a social
entrepreneur, I’m driven to make a better world for people and
the planet.
HOW HAS YOUR PERSPECTIVE ON INNOVATION
CHANGED DURING YOUR CAREER?
For me, innovation used to be all about that creative idea -that light bulb that turns on in your head. Over time, I’ve come
to appreciate process and perseverance. Process is about creating
the environment where an idea can flourish. Sometimes that can
take a very long time, so this is where perseverance comes in.
The shift in appreciation probably comes with experience.
FROM YOUR EXPERIENCE LEADING THE STRIPS
TEAM, WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE ABOUT
NAVIGATING RAPID GROWTH?
The team first needs to fully buy into the idea. When there’s
buy-in, people tap into their own passion and will stick it out
through the tough parts. Passion and grit bring you small wins.
Small wins set you up for larger, longer-term successes. But the
structure and processes used to get you the small wins aren’t
necessarily what you need for the long haul. People need to be
able see where they fit and how they can effectively contribute.
More attention needs to be placed on team rapport, information
flow and credit sharing. This is the process we used on the
STRIPS team to turn a concept into a nationwide, federally
funded program.

Read more about Schulte Moore online at
innovationia.com

Iowa State University Ivy College of Business innovationENTREPRENEUR Award

David Spalding
Raisbeck
Endowed Dean

When you think of entrepreneurship in Iowa, think of Iowa State University. We’ve been supporting
entrepreneurship for more than 20 years, and the momentum is building. Iowa State is ranked #26 by the
Princeton Review® and Entrepreneur magazine for undergraduate studies in entrepreneurship. In 2017, we
launched two entrepreneurship programs at the Ivy College of Business: an undergraduate major, the first at
a public school in Iowa, and a PhD program, only the eighth in the country. In 2017, our college was named
after two successful entrepreneurs — alumnus Jerry Ivy and his wife, Debbie. We are proud to sponsor the
Entrepreneur of the Year Award with Innovation Iowa magazine. I invite you to stay in touch and learn more
about the Debbie and Jerry Ivy College of Business: www.business.iastate.edu

Iowa State University Ivy College of Business innovationENTREPRENEUR of the year |
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WHEN INSURANCE MET INNOVATION
How innovation became a corporate value of Des Moines-based EMC
By Joe Gardyasz

In a relatively short period of time — particularly as time is measured in the
histories of insurance companies that are more than a century old — innovation in
insurance is no longer an oxymoron.
Over the past several years, EMC Insurance Cos. in Des Moines has embarked
on a transformative journey to make innovation one of its core corporate values
— one of a number of initiatives that have helped to make the insurance group a
leader in applying insurance technology to its businesses.
The company now has an embedded culture of innovation, one in which
its leaders host quarterly pop-up innovation labs at its downtown Des Moines
headquarters, and Innovation for Breakfast is a regular monthly event for sharing
what’s new and best practices.
It’s an environment where employees are encouraged to try out the newest
innovative technology, whether it’s a set of virtual reality goggles or a drone. As
an organization, EMC has also become deeply involved and active with several
international insurance innovation organizations, and has invested in a number of
insurance technology startup companies.
Woven through all of those initiatives is an intentional enterprisewide effort
to champion and support innovation as a tool to improve business processes, drive
growth and create better outcomes for its employees, policyholders and agents.
EMC has gained international attention for its efforts. In December, the
company received the Insurtech Corporate Innovation Award from Plug and
Play — a global innovation organization that connects insurance technology
startups with insurers like EMC — in recognition of EMC’s significant activity in
2019 developing new insurance products in conjunction with young technology
companies. Last year the Des Moines-based insurance group launched 17 pilot
projects or proofs of concept with insurtechs, several of which progressed to
commercial agreements.
“I would say EMC today is at Innovation 3.0, which I call Path to ROI, said
Scott Jean, EMC’s president and CEO. “We’ve made a significant investment in
those internal activities and those external activities, and we can only do that with
the support of our senior executives and moving our company along. But it’s not
like you see a million-dollar return on all those investments on day one. It takes
time to build the culture to implement new solutions and ultimately to deploy
them before you’re ever going to see some of those results, but we are now on that
path to having real, defined, measurable ROI from our innovation efforts.”
Plug and Play is one of several global insurance technology groups that EMC
has partnered with over the past few years as part of its corporate strategy to develop
both external and internal structures to drive innovation within the organization,
Jean said.
“There is an unprecedented amount of technological and other changes
impacting our industry, all at once — from blockchain and artificial intelligence
to the internet of things and virtual reality and big data — let alone the changing
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consumer preferences and demographic changes,” Jean said.
“Not too long ago, any one or of those would have been a big
deal. But the fact that we are facing so many of these issues at
one time [is significant].”
Jean, who began his insurance career as an intern with
EMC, has worked his entire career with the company, joining
the company full time as an actuary in 1991. He was named
vice president and chief actuary in 2009 and became executive
vice president in 2015. In 2018, he moved into the position of
executive vice president for finance and strategy, and succeeded
retiring CEO Bruce Kelley at the beginning of this year.
EMC’s innovation journey began with the creation of a
strategic analytics department and in-house innovation lab
in 2016, and less than three years ago, the company hired its
first innovation leader, Jason Gross. Now, as vice president of
innovation, Gross leads a four-person enterprise innovation
team that facilitates and coordinates innovation teams
throughout the company.
“When I first heard that EMC was hiring an innovation
leader, I had to pause a little bit, because, let’s face it —
innovation and insurance aren’t two words that a lot of people
are used to putting together in the same sentence,” Gross said.
“But I was very pleased to see that the journey had already
been started at EMC in the analytics area. And it’s been really
engaging to see how much progress we’ve made as a company,
both internally and externally, over the last couple of years.”
He worked for various corporate information technology and
strategy departments for the past 15 years before joining EMC
“One thing that really struck me about EMC is that we
had actually made innovation part of our multiyear strategic
plan — that we were going to be an innovative company and
that we were going to foster a culture of innovation at EMC,”
Gross said.

The four steps of a pop-up lab

“There is an unprecedented
amount of technological and
other changes impacting our
industry, all at once...”
Scott Jean

President and CEO

1.

Roll up your sleeves and play: This is a
time and a space where we want them
to explore and to have fun with whatever
technology or concept that they are
assigned to.

2.

Get out of your office: Go on field trips,
go to academia, go to other companies
and other industries that are using these
types of technologies or concepts.

3.

Identify the use cases for the company,
agents, brokers and policyholders.

4.

Share what you found and inspire your
fellow team members.

An innovation strategy that EMC has been
using for the past couple of years is pop-up
innovation labs on a quarterly basis.
“We stand it up for four to six weeks,”
President and CEO Scott Jean said. “Here
again, we crowdsource, so we put out a call
to anyone in the entire company, not just
in Des Moines but all of our branches. And
we ask for 25% of their time during the lab,
obviously with their manager’s approval. We
tend to turn them loose during that time, and
they’re given only four things to do:
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“When I first heard that EMC was hiring an innovation leader, I had to pause a little
bit, because, let’s face it — innovation and insurance aren’t two words that a lot of
people are used to putting together in the same sentence.”
Jason Gross

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

Vice president of innovation

A photo of the February 2020 Innovation for Breakfast event.
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We are the strength
of Sammons Financial.

Good Company Makes
All The Difference.
At Sammons Financial, our foundation for growth is our people.
These are the diverse individuals who, day in and day out, collaborate as
a team to improve our customers’ lives and our communities through
industry-leading annuity, life insurance and retirement planning products.
Together, we are the strength of Sammons Financial – where good
company makes all the difference.

sammonsfinancial.com

@sammonsfinancial

/company/sammons-financial
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Among its external connections, EMC is a sponsor of
the Global Insurance Symposium and has been a member of
the Global Insurance Accelerator — both Des Moines-based,
insurance-industry-led initiatives — since October 2016. EMC
is also a founding member of a group called the Insurtech
Alliance, which meets quarterly in New York City to explore
technologies to vet and pilot with insurtech companies.
Just over two years ago, EMC entered into a strategic
partnership with DAIS Technology Inc., an insurtech startup
that it helped to found and fund. DAIS has launched a
connected network called the Internet of Insurance, designed
to help insurance agents advance their digital capabilities. The
Chicago-based startup’s technology connects insurance carriers,
agents and policyholders in one streamlined network.
The connections have led to investment opportunities for
EMC. To date, EMC has invested in just under 10 insurtech
companies through multiple deals, Jean said.
“Oftentimes when you do an early angel seed investment,
you will do follow-on investments to help those companies get
to their next level and to improve,” he said. “Last year alone,
we made five additional investments. For a company of our
size, that is relatively unusual. There are some other companies
around that have made some investments here and there, but for
a company of our size to play the leadership role that we have in
[insurtech] organizations and in the investment side has really
helped set us apart and make a name for us.”
Those investments are only being made with companies that
EMC sees as strategic partners, not just to make a buck, Jean
said. “[They are] companies that we intend to be customers of,
and that we believe will not only in the short term, but also in
the long term, improve the lives of our company, our employees,
our agents and brokers and the companies and individuals that
we help.”
Internally, innovation is aligned with EMC’s strategy for
how the company communicates, does its work, and recruits and
retains team members, said Beth Nigut, executive vice president
and chief people officer.
Innovation is now one of EMC’s five defined corporate
values, which place a significant focus on diversity and inclusion
in recruitment and retention, she said. “So it’s really the
culmination of our people strategies that can help champion and
support innovation.
“We want all of our team members, all of our leaders to be
thinking about, how can we improve?” Nigut added. “What do
we need to do from the standpoint of looking at our business
processes? Technology is a critical piece of that, but it’s also
[about] how do we do our work; can we always be thinking
critically about why we engage in this particular process, how
can we make it better?”
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EMC GOING ‘FULL CLOUD’ IN
ITS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Another place where EMC is making
significant investments is in its own digital
transformation. As part of the process of
replacing its core computer systems and
moving away from its legacy mainframe
computer applications, EMC in August 2019
announced it would be moving onto the
Guidewire software platform.
“But we’re not just going the full suite with
Guidewire,” said Scott Jean, EMC’s president
and CEO. “We’re going to be the first
commercial insurance company to go ‘full
cloud’ with that platform. There are other
companies that may put one line of business
on the cloud — we’re going full cloud with
them.”
One of the advantages of that approach
is the ability to more rapidly integrate and
bring new solutions to market, almost in a
product-like environment, Jean said.
“So much of the opportunity with some of
these technologies is going to be dependent
upon how quickly you can integrate with
modern technological architecture,” he
said. “In our legacy system, the amount
of programming that would have to take
place to really integrate some of those
technologies would probably be below the
return on investment such that it wouldn’t
work.”

IF WE HAD A MIDDLE NAME,
IT’D BE INNOVATION.
We’re always looking for innovative, creative,
and proven solutions for our clients to
reduce risk and save time, money, and lives.
That’s why we’re proud to have co-founded
BrokerTech Ventures, the first broker-led
investor group and accelerator focused on
delivering Property Casualty and Employee
Benefits technology solutions to the market.
Lighting up the industry, one new
technology at a time.

H O L M E S M U R P H Y. C O M

Prepped for
your success.
Your business prospers because you can
make a convincing case. But it never hurts
to have reinforcements when the stakes
are high. Whether you’re looking to control
costs, perform due diligence or increase
margins, our resourceful, reassuring pros
can provide the support to help you get the
board on board.

Everyone needs a trusted advisor.
Who’s yours?

bkd.com • @BKDLLP
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Lisa Simonetta, senior vice president and chief claims officer, and Jason Gross, vice president of innovation at the January 2020
Innovation for Breakfast event.

One strategy that EMC has used to foster innovation
within the company has been through the creation of
Emerging Issues and Trends Councils — one for each of four
specific emerging technology issues that the company wants to
stay abreast of, Jean said.
“So we’ve literally put out a call to team members to be part
of these councils,” he said. “The thought is, how are we tapping
into the talent pool that we already have, and maybe that we
weren’t tapping into in the past?”
The mix of initiatives has added up to a powerful
combination for change in the company, the CEO said.
“It’s been that combination that we believe has really
helped change the culture here at EMC,” Jean said. “Now,
no one chuckles when you say ‘EMC’ and ‘innovation’ in the
same sentence anymore. They say, ‘Oh yes, that company is
leading the charge of innovation in our industry.’ And that’s
pretty exciting.”
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FIRST YEAR OF EMPLOYER INNOVATION
FUND SEES $1.2M INVESTMENT IN
POSTSECONDARY CREDENTIALS
By Business Record Staff

Employers and workers across the state saw a new chance to help address
the skills gap take roots last year. As an initiative of Future Ready Iowa, the new
Employer Innovation Fund provided 49 grants to employers across the state since
funding for the grants was passed by the Iowa Legislature in 2019 – 13 in August,
22 in December and 14 in January.
The purpose of the grants is to create more opportunities for working Iowans
to earn noncredit and for-credit postsecondary credentials leading to high-demand
jobs in the state. A total of $1.2 million was appropriated by the Iowa Legislature
for the grants.
The program’s Employer Innovation Fund “fuels grassroots innovation,
empowering Iowa businesses and communities to create solutions that help Iowans
find a good-paying job in a high-demand career,” Gov. Kim Reynolds said. “We
are excited about this program’s initial success and see even greater opportunities in
the future.”
Here’s a look at the awards of $40,000 or more.
ROUND 1 –
Four Oaks Family and Children’s Services – Cedar Rapids: Four
Oaks’ Total Child Workforce (TCW), will, in an effort to reach underserved youth
who are not currently being reached by traditional education to employment
programs, enroll 30 youth in Linn County in a program that will provide soft
skill training, mentoring, and 4-week internships. Each participant will receive
a weekly stipend to cover child care, transportation and food security and will
learn about financial responsibilities promoting family stability during the
program. Internships will take place at local employers Van Meter Inc. (electrical
distribution industry), Mercy Medical Center (health care), Toyota Financial
Services (customer service in financial industry). Each participant will include a
success coach to help them find and keep jobs in high-demand industries and/or
training and education programs. Awarded $40,000
New Bohemian Innovation Collaborative – Cedar Rapids: A 501(c)
(3) organization that wants to award 10 scholarships to students for their Delta V
coding program as part of their Diversity Tuition Award Program. Scholarships
would cover tuition, a laptop and textbooks. The program is 20 weeks long
and 95% of past graduates have secured employment in the IT industry within
180 days of course completion, with an average starting salary of $70,000. The
scholarships will be targeted at low income and other underrepresented groups in
the IT industries. Awarded $50,000
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2019 Employer Innovation Fund Recipients
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MITCHELL
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CHEROKEE
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Midwest Diesel Tech Academy
Sioux City
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CARROLL

STORY

Heartland AEA
Johnston

HARRISON

SHELBY

AUDUBON

GUTHRIE
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Iowa Skilled Trades
Johnston

CASS

ADAIR

iJAG
Des Moines

Bridges of Iowa
West Des Moines
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Iowa Chronic Care Consortium
West Des Moines
MONTGOMERY
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UNION
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Redstone Content Solutions, LLC
Davenport
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!
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DAVIS

LOUISA
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.
LEE

Gregory Design & Manufacturing
Fort Madison

ROUND 1 - $387,425
ROUND 2 - $568,475
ROUND 3 - $244,100
TOTAL - $1,200,000

DES MOINES

Southeastern Community College
West Burlington

HENRY

!
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.

VAN BUREN

EMPLOYER INNOVATION FUND
AMOUNTS BY ROUND

Family Resources
Davenport

Vera French Foundation
Davenport

Mount Pleasant Area Chamber
Mount Pleasant

JEFFERSON

Optimae
Fairfield

SCOTT
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United Way of Muscatine
Muscatine

Community Foundation of Greater Muscatine
Muscatine

Oskaloosa Community School District
Oskaloosa
WAPELLO

Scott County Family YMCA/
John Deere Foundation
Davenport
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WASHINGTON

KEOKUK

Indian Hills Community College
Ottumwa
WAYNE

Willis Dady Emergency Shelter
Cedar Rapids

JOHNSON

IOWA

Central College
Pella

Mahaska Health Partnership
Oskaloosa
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New Bohemian Innovation Collaborative
Cedar Rapids
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The Well Resource Center
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Clarke County Hospital
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JONES

CLINTON
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TMC Transportation MARION
Des Moines

MADISON

MILLS

JASPER

Matthew 25
Cedar Rapids

Goodwill of the Heartland
Iowa City

Mid-Iowa Council, Boy Scouts of America
Des Moines
Broadlawns Medical Center
Des Moines

POLK

Iowa Restaurant Association Education Foundation
West Des Moines
POTTAWATTAMIE

LINN

Kirkwood Community College
Cedar Rapids

Associated Computer Systems, LLC
Des Moines
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Good Neighbor Society
Manchester

BENTON

Four Oaks Family & Children's Services
Cedar Rapids

MARSHALL

Des Moines Area Community College
Ankeny

BOONE

Goodwill of Central Iowa
Johnston
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BLACK HAWK

TAMA
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GREENE

DELAWARE

BUCHANAN
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Greater Machining and Manufacturing
Independence

Boone Community School District
Boone
MONONA

Community Foundation of Greater Dubuque
Dubuque

One City United
Waterloo
GRUNDY

HAMILTON

CLAYTON

BREMER

BUTLER

WEBSTER

CALHOUN
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Franklin County Development Association
Hampton
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Iowa Speciality Hospital
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PLYMOUTH

JB Holland Construction, Inc.
Decorah

!
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McNeilus Trucking & Manufacturing, Inc.
Riceville
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Interstates
Sioux Center
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Hope Haven Area Development Center
Burlington
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Central College-Pella Talent Pipeline
Apprenticeship School – Pella: Provides core curriculum
for high-demand occupations with a primary focus of providing
wrap around services for individuals seeking apprenticeship
opportunities after high school. The integrated system will
provide professional mentorship as well as opportunities for
participants to earn high demand stackable credentials and
associates degrees in addition to completing apprenticeships.
The programs will guide students in a purposeful way from high
school to adulthood and meaningful employment. The leading
cohort for this project represent Pella Corporation, Vermeer,
Precision Inc., Pella Community Schools, DMACC, Central
College and the PACE Alliance. Awarded $50,000
Community Foundation of Greater Dubuque –
Dubuque: Enhance Opportunity Dubuque program. This
program will increase the skilled workforce through child care
support for students while they obtain training at Northeast
Iowa Community College in high-demand certificate programs
in construction, health care, manufacturing and more. Eligible
students include low-skilled, under and unemployed individuals.
The program will fund licensed child care for students while
they are enrolled in training and for up to 12 months after
obtaining eligible, full-time employment as the payer of last as
the parent achieves self-sufficiency to afford ongoing costs of
child care. Project outcomes, 50 parents will enroll and utilize
the child care support to complete training and 40 graduates will
move into full-time employment with child care support for 12
months. Awarded $50,000
McNeilus Companies – McNeilus, an Oshkosh
Corporation is a leading manufacturer of refuse collection
vehicles, concrete mixers and batch plants in North America.
Iowa Contract Fabricators Inc has been acquired by McNeilus
Truck and Manufacturing. This location is in Riceville, Iowa
and will be drawing employees from Northern and Central Iowa
including Mason City and Charles City. The company will
partner with Riverland Community College to offer best in class
welding training to individuals who have no welding skills. This
model has proved successful in other locations. The Riceville
location is short 20 welding positions and this program will
bring the weld training on-site via the Riverland weld training
trailer. Three classes of 8 people per class will be held, with a
goal of 20% diverse or underrepresented individuals who face
barriers to employment. During the training students receive
95% of the base rate of full welders pay. Weld trainees then
receive on the job training to meet key metrics and be promoted
to welder. Individuals who need more on-the-job training to be
successful are supported through that process. Awarded $50,000
The Well – Pella: The Well is a non-profit organization
based in Pella and Knoxville. Key partners include: LDJ and
Vermeer who provide manufacturing contracts to The Well that
enable relevant training for Well employees. Well Works is a
program that employs and supports people who have previously
struggled maintaining a job which happens for many different
reasons. Through an 18-month process of employment and
education individuals who face significant barriers to successful
employment are supported to success defined as graduating
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from the program, moving to stable employment and financial
independence off of taxpayer funded programs. Well Works
expands opportunities for their employees to finish education
they never finished, and receive certifications and program
support for areas where they have struggled to include finances,
substance abuse and education. Well Works specifically supports
obtaining work in high-demand fields that include advanced
manufacturing production, installation, maintenance and
carpentry. This program would provide opportunity for 20
individuals. Awarded $50,000
TMC Transportation – Des Moines: In partnership
with Youth Shelter and Services (YSS) this program will create
and implement a TMC Transportation and Logistics Training
program which will address regional employment needs and
provide paid training and employment for under-represented
and low-income individuals living in Story County. The
program includes 6 CDL training program positions, 2 paid
internships for Story County high school students and 2 paid
logistics internships for Story County high school students.
TMC will collaborate with YSS to recruit and support program
participants. Awarded $50,000
ROUND 2 –
JB Holland Construction, Inc. – Decorah: Funds will
support the purchase of a simulator, which provides training
for beginner, intermediate, and advanced heavy equipment
operators. The training will lead to non-credit certifications that
can also transfer to a credit program should employees chose to
pursue that path. JB Holland will train new employees with this
model and upskill current employees in an accelerated manner.
Awarded $50,000
Iowa Restaurant Association – West Des Moines:
This funding will expand opportunities for Iowa students to
obtain ProStart certification. This is a nationally recognized
certificate and first step into the many professional opportunities
in the hospitality industry. This funding will remove barriers
such as the cost of the exam and tracking of on-the-job training
required for certification. Awarded $50,000
Broadlawns Medical Center – Des Moines: Funding
will provide stipends to 40 participants and help them complete
their training to earn a Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA)
certification, a high-demand career field. Awarded $50,000
Indian Hills Community College – Centerville:
This project will become the the Rathbun Area Industrial
Maintenance Project. The partnership of Appanoose, Davis,
Monroe and Wayne counties with numerous area employers
will upskill current employees and provide a path for juniors
and seniors in high school to earn an Industrial Maintenance
Diploma. This provides much needed training closer to the
employers to accelerate upskilling opportunities. Awarded
$50,000

ADVERTISEMENT

BUILDING AG
PARTNERSHIPS FOR
AMERICA’S FUTURE
providing digital agriculture solutions
for American farmers.

Farmers Mutual Hail Insurance
Company of Iowa (FMH) has built
a reputation of innovation and
dedication to the ag tech industry
throughout its 127-year history.
FMH was one of the first crop
insurance companies to use the
speed and accuracy of precision data
for reporting and claims processes
with FMH Precision Crop Insurance
Solutions™. The company is a founding
member in both the Iowa-based Global
Insurance Accelerator (GIA) and the
Iowa AgriTech Accelerator.
Most recently, FMH announced
partnerships with The Climate
Corporation and Iowa-based TruAcre,
Inc. Both partnerships advance the
company’s leadership position in

Headquartered in West Des Moines,
Iowa, FMH builds comprehensive
risk management solutions to
protect the livelihoods of farmers,
including private and federal crop
insurance, farm and ranch insurance,
and reinsurance.
Unique from other crop insurance
providers, FMH remains an
American-based, family-run
company, and as a mutual, it is
owned by its policyholders. The
company employs over 700 office
and field personnel throughout the
U.S. and takes pride in supporting the
community through many local and
national charitable organizations.

“

fmh.com | (800)-247-5248 | Twitter: @FMHins

Not only do we invest in the
future of the industry, we
stay at the forefront of the
latest technology trends so
we can offer new solutions
even sooner.

”

RON RUTLEDGE
FMH President & CEO
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Iowa Skilled Trades – Johnston: To address critical
shortages in the skilled trades, this project will build two new
labs at Central Campus in Des Moines as part of a much larger
project. The funding for this request will purchase equipment
needed for a new HVAC lab. This project will provide
opportunities for an additional 100 students to enter the trades
program at the school. Awarded $40,000

ma

Optimae LifeServices Inc. – Cedar Rapids: Optimae’s
Front Line Supervisor project will offer training for supervisors
to become certified through the National Association of Direct
Care Support Professionals. The program will train and certify
50 employees currently in supervisory positions. This certificate
is nationally recognized and will assist Optimae supervisors
in recruiting, training and retaining individuals in direct care
occupations, as well as provide improved client services for the
individuals with disabilities Optimae serves. Awarded $40,000

6

ROUND 3 –

Goodwill of Central Iowa – Johnston: This award
will support the Creating Excellence in Re-Entry (CEiR)
program. This collaborative partnership provides a holistic set
of support services as well as occupational skills training in
high-demand fields of food services and warehouse/packaging/
logistics for returning citizens in community-based corrections.
Opportunities to earn industry-recognized credentials in these
high-demand field is an essential part of the program. The
program will serve 48 participants. Awarded $45,000

6

Midwest Diesel Tech Academy/Peterbilt of Sioux
City – Sioux City: Funding will support the development
of a new training academy to meet the demands of Iowa’s
transportation industry. The demand for diesel mechanics has
been steadily increasing over the last 10 years. This is a 9-month
training program that incorporates on-the-job training through
internships. Awarded $50,000

—
—Since 1988

CAPTRUST specializes in providing
investment advisory services to
retirement plan fiduciaries, endowments,
and foundations, and comprehensive
wealth planning services to executives
and high-net-worth individuals.
515.657.4100 | captrust.com
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BACKING INNOVATORS
FACING THE FUTURE
At Grinnell Mutual, we’re investing in the future of insurance. By participating in the
Global Insurance and Iowa AgriTech Accelerators, we support visionaries so we’re
prepared both today and tomorrow.
Trust in Tomorrow.® Visit grinnellmutual.com to learn more today.

AUTO | HOME | FARM | BUSINESS

grinnellmutual.com

“Trust in Tomorrow.” and “Grinnell Mutual” are registered trademarks of Grinnell Mutual Reinsurance Company. © Grinnell Mutual Reinsurance Company, 2020.
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Seeing the possibilities

It’s a windmill today. Tomorrow, it’s a solution for
alternative energy. School is a place where you can
explore new ideas and imaginations can soar.
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